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ABSTRACT 

A theoretical study of the gas dynamic interaction between a 

hypersonic plume and the opposed hypersonic external stream is 

presented.  Steady, axisymmetric, inviscid, perfect gas flow is 

postulated for both the bow and far field regions.  Limiting 

forms of solutions are obtained for the bow region by application 

of the Newton-Busemann approximation (i.e., e ,e. -0 M  „M   -oo 
2 2 e  10    ooe» ooio 

such that M   ep»M   e. -0(1)) to both the exhaust plume and 
UJ e •= oo IQ ■LU 

ambient air flow.  Through asymptotic expansions and their matching, 

it is found that six regions are required to adequately describe 

the bow region.  For the far field region, the hypersonic small- 

disturbance form of the Newton-Busemann approximation (i.e., e -0, 

Mooe'*0,6e-'0 such that Moo 6eee~0(1)) is aPPlied-  From asymptotic 
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expansions and their matching, it is found that "entropy wake" 

solutions are required to adequately describe the exhaust flow and 

the air flow near the contact surface.  Analytical solutions are 

obtained which (i) define scaling parameters for the bow and far 

field flow; (ii) estimate the accuracy of the Newtonian impact 

theory in predicting bow region geometry and properties; (iii) estab' 

lish the variation of bow and far field properties with variation 

in the primary system design parameters. 
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INTRODUCTION 

A theoretical study of the interaction of a highly underex- 

panded jet issuing into a high Mach number free stream that 

is opposed to the jet's expansion along its axis is present- 

ed.  At some distance, characterized by the lengtn  R-ai« 

the jet and free stream gases interact. The jet flow is there- 

by deflected downstream by the external flow. The particular 

case of interest to be examined in this study concerns flows 

where the typical dimension of the body D  is much less 

than  RsCo (see schematic (1)). 

Schematic (1) 
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For this case, analytical models of the upstream and downstream 

gas dynamic interaction processes are formulated herein. The 

following approximations are postulated:' 

1. Steady Flow 

2. Axisymmetric Flow 

3. Continuum 

4. Inviscid 

5. Thermally and Calorically Perfect Gas 

In further studies, assumption 4 can be partially relaxed by 

applying boundary layer concepts along the shear surfaces for 

high Reynolds» number flows. Also, assumption 5 can be re- 

laxed quite easily by applying Mollier charts or similar models 

for equilibrium gas dynamic properties. 

A general schematic of the flow structure under these assump- 

tions is given in figure 1, where three distinct flow regions 

are discerned. The major characteristics of these regions 

are as follows: 

Bow Region , 

This region is characterized by nearly normal interior and 

exterior shocks and relatively thin layers. The flow within 

the layers is then necessarily subsonic and of high density. 

Corner Region 

The layers thicken markedly and turn in a downstream direc- 
t 

tion. Both interior and exterior layers undergo transonic 

expansions about the relatively motionless core region sur- 

rounding the plume. The development of the plume ahead of 

y.-.,!..:, ...,^:.J. ■■■ ,■■;    ,,-.■ ■.>.■: i. ^*j.ii.^.:*-.Ki*^^.,to ■•i.C*,.-^-i*M*i&i*i.r>^ U*i,j«SÄ*t'itert'1ii.
,.rt.i;./-rSi^.'. Jv.."r,.'t^:B»Ä .<.■:* .■■;■ . mMmmMH-i"- 
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the internal shock resembles very closely that of a plume ex- 

panding into i  quiescent ambient. 

Far Field Region 

The exterior shocK and interface are at relatively small angles 

with the freestream. The flow in all layers is supersonic and 

nearly parallel to the axis. 

Flow systems of these types are of considerable interest for the 

practical applications of force vector control and attendant 

surface thermal protection of re-entry vehicles. For force vec- 

tor co'. rol, the altered pressure distribution on the body, as 

well as the jet thrust, has to be considered in calculating the 

total force on the body. For thermal protection, although the 

hot external gases are blown free from the nose by the jet, it 

is still necessary to consider the heat flux due to the poss- 

ible reattachment of this separated gas flow on the body. 

In addition to the effects already mentioned, which are mani- 

fested near the body, we must also be concerned with the flow 

field far downstream of the body.  In this wake-like region, 

the mixing of the jet gases may affect the chemical processes 

occurring in the wake to such an extent that observable prop- 

erties and hence detection or communication may be greatly fa- 

cilitated or decreased.  It is apparent that if such a sys- 

tem were to be properly utilized, a detailed understanding of 

the physical and chemical processes occurring within the dis- 

turbed flow field must be obtained. 

-■■   ... ...■ 
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Previous theoretical and experimental studies have added con- 

siderably to our basic knowledge in this area. The first stud- 
12 3 

ies ' * were essentially experimental in nature, applying only 

simplified modeling to correlate the data. A significant result 
2 3 

of these early investigations *J  was that two modes of inter- 

action v/ere observed to exist. The modes were dependent upon 

the jet exit Mach number Mj , free stream Mach number Meat.     , 

ratio of jet stagnation pressure to free stream dynamic pres- 

sure IT , body size D , and shape.  One mode is characterized 

by large interaction distances with unsteady shocks and bound- 

ing surfaces. This flow regime is designated as the unstable 

case. 

The second mode of interaction is characterized by a relatively 

short interaction length and steady strong shocks. This flow 

regime is the case investigated herein. The mechanism for 

transition from the steady to unsteady flow was postulated by 

Finley ^ to be a result of the development, for low Tt and 

l^«0« or high Mj , of a multiple cell structure for the un- 

disturbed plume before the" interaction region is reached. In 

view of the subsonic flow existing behind the Mach disc sepa- 

rating the cells, we have the possibility of upstream influ- 

ence from the surrounding gases affecting the interaction re- 

gion in a possibly unsteady manner. 
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The boundary between stable and unstable flow,1»2»3for experi- 

ments where the effect of booy size on the flow is negligible 

is given by: 

M 
7.1 
7.1 
7.1 
7.1 
2.71 
2.71 

1.0 
4.0 
4.Ö5 
5.30 
3.10 
3.90 

Tf 
2 

3 

15 
20 

4 
Ö 

Thus, to achieve stable flow, the jet stagnation pressure must 

be much larger than the free stream dynamic pressure (i.e.,Tf 

>^ 1 ) for moderate values of Mj . These are the same con- 

ditions under which R5i0 becomes much larger than D (for D 

approximately equal to jet exit diameter); therefore, the case 

studied herein will always be of the stable type. 

It should be noted that one investigator 2 observed a region 

for largd values of Tf where the flow became unstable and 

continued to be so for all higher values of TT . This result 

has not been duplicated by other investigators, and indica- 

tions of stable interactions /f'5»7 have been obtained from other 

experiments at conditions that fall within the region of un- 

stable flow found in Reference 2. 

In addition, it has been observed 1»3»^ that the interaction 

length RJCO for the stable condition is a function of TT, Vj 

^•^Meo^jMj^eand that the contact surface separating the 
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external stream from the jet gases is almost spherical in nat- 

ure. These observations have been utilized in constructing 

simplified models to describe the flow field associated wich 

stable interactions. 

Theoretical analyses of this jet interaction problem have ap- 

peared only recently.  In 1969, Laurmann 6,utilizing the 

Newtonian impact theory, calculated quantitative results for 

the upstream region. This paper presented general features of 

the upstream bow interaction, but did not correctly treat such 

areas as the corner region and the far field development of 

the flow.  In 1971, a time-dependent numerical technique 7 was 

employed by Rudman and Vaglio-Laurin to calculate detailed 

quantitative dynamic properties of the upstream flow interac- 

tion. ■ In the calculations, the jet plume boundary layer in- 

tersection with the shock layers was assumed to be a point in- 

teraction and the core pressure was assumed to be that of the 

freestream. The downstream flow was not considered in the 

above report and only the bow region was evaluated. 

The present study was undertaken for the primary task of cor- 

recting the errors inherent in a Newtonian impact analysis, to 

estimate the effect of the corner region on the total flow 

field, and to calculate the far field interaction. 

An analytic approach was considered since such a method pro- 

vides for the' greatest insight into the physical processes and 
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also defines the accuracy associated with various approxima- 

tions.  Finally, this study also acts as a model for extend- 

ing calculations-to more complicated configurations; e.g., 

where the body influences the flow or where the jet is at an 

angle of incidence to the free stream. 

We must now determine the operating conditions under which our 

simplifying assumptions are satisfied. For a missile or ve- 

hicle re-entering the earth's atmosphere, we have the follow- 

ing range of conditions from approximately 400,000 ft. alti- 

tude down to approximately 50,000 ft. altitude. 

Ranze  of Typical Operating Conditions for a Re-Entry Vehicle 

Uooe (ft/sec)     .15,000 23,000 

Moo, 10 25 

poo* (lbf/ft2) 6.92xl0~5       23.27 

Over this range of operating conditions, we generally find 

that rarefaction, viscous, chemical or physical effects may be 

significant. This would violate our assumptions and therefore 

we must examine the relevant parameters and their numerical 

values in order to ascertain when our assumptions are fully 

satisfied. 

The first limitation on the parameters involves the assump- 

tion of steady flow and requires that Tf» l,M<o«*> ij Mj s 0(i) 

The reasons for this have been discussed previously.  A second 

limitation relates to rarefaction effects occurring within the 
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flowfield. For the upstream region, v/e have three areas where 

rarefaction effects may invalidate the application of the ana- 

lysis. The first area is the plume core itself where the large 

degree of expansion may take the free plume flow into the tran- 

sitional regime. From an analysis of a steady spherical source 

flow expanding into a vacuum Kamel and V/illis  derived an ex- 

pression for the distance beyond which the source gar; becomes 

collisionless. This is given by 

R-t ^ (Re*)  f*f 

where f^ is the jet nozzle throat radius and Rene is the Rey- 

nolds' number evaluated at the nozzle throat. This value is 

only a function of the nozzle throat conditions and hence is 

a constant for a particular set of chamber conditions. This 

can also be simply related to the thrust of our jet 

where I«* is the specific impulse, T is the thrust and R; is 

the jet chamber pressure. In order that the plume flow for 

our problem be a continuum, the interaction distance, Rsta , 

for the interior shock must be much less than the distance R-t« 

The interaction distance Rst0 is determined by the condi- 

tion of equal stagnation pressures along the axis. Therefore, 

8 
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This expression is a result of assuming a source like behavior 

for the undisturbed plume properties. The occurence of the 

various quantities in the above expression will be detailed 

in a later section relating to undisturbed plume properties. 

The condition for continuum flow for the plume expansion is 

then 

In terms of the thrust of the jet, the above becomes 

= L 

Following Reference (9) we take the numerical value of fo ^ 10 

to be safely within the continuum region. This bound is in- 

dicated in Figure 2 for the representative conditions of 

MeDe = lO ,   Pcj   = 50 Otm. yyCUc = S-X »o"6 Ifef s.c/ft*J     U* = 300ofps 

^t =1«2S ^ X*p = 300 »ec. 

We now direct our attention to the internal and external shock 

layers where rarefaction effects can result in the thickening 

of the shocks and shear layers to such an extent that they 

strongly influence the development of  the layers. In a paper 

by Bush  it was illustrated that the thickening of the shocks 

and growth of the viscous shear layers are related for the 

shock layers; and, therefore, we need only determine the thick- 

ness of the shock with  respect to the layer thickness to de- 
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termine where inviscid continuum theory is valid. It has been 
11 

shown   that a continuum inviscid description of the flow is 

appropriate when- 

where in the above 5 denotes thickness, and X denotes layer, 

5 snock and « , «- , external and internal layers respect- 

ively. From Adams and Probstein 12 we have for the thickness 

of the shock for either external or internal flow 

Ss  - V>*/C* 

Where C* and V^ respectively are the speed of sound and vis- 

cosity evaluated at M " 1 , 

After introducing the interaction length Rj;.!0 as a signifi- 

cant length, this then reduces to 1^ 

Vfnere u) is  the exponent for temperature in the power law 

viscosity model, R« is the Reynolds' number arid M«, is the 

Mach number, based on free stream properties. We now intro- 

duce the first order thicknesses of the shock layers, which 

will be derived in detail in a later section. 

r\5tB Ksio 

10 
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V/here e«,^ are ths density ratios across the normal part of 

the shocks along the axis of symmetry. 

Therefore, 

i^t — M-tt>*  €« ROD, 
öS«     -^«oe 

iti- ~ ^gfeZ €t'.Va R 00 (. 

where R« is based on the interaction distance Rsio . Using 

the source model for the plume properties and the equality of 

stagnation pressures to determine Rst'0 , we can reduce the 

above ratios to functions of jet thrust,X , jet throat prop- 

erties and external flow gas properties.  The results of this 

3.T*G * 

Using values stated previously which are representative of 

typical flight conditions, the above can be plotted as a func- 

tion of altitude for a given thrust, above which rarefaction- 

effects have to be accounted for. This has been carried out 

in Figure 2 and it can be seen that for jets of 10 to 10^ 

pound force thrust, there is a large region of flow where the 

continuum inviscid analysis will apply. 

V/e must now examine the region where perfect gas behavior or 

equilibrium gas behavior will apply. For the external shock 

layer, there -are many analyses and data available which indi- 

cate when nonequilibrium effects in such general flow fields 

11 
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become important. For the plme and internal flow, this is not 

the case. The reason for this is that rocket exhaust chemi- 

cal composition,'especially those of the solid propellant va- 

riety, varies greatly from application to application and in 

each case the bounds of equilibrium are different. Therefore, 

we cannot, define a single general condition when nonequili- 

brium flow occurs. Therefore, we will set down the bound for 

the external flow as the limit for the combined layers above 

which the flow cannot be considered to be in equilibrium. 

The external layer nonequilibrium bound is adapted from a 

paper by Cheng14 and is based on the relaxation processes be- 

hind a normal shock. When the distance for relaxation to equi- 

librium conditions behind the shock becomes of the same order 

of magnitude as the layer thickness, then nonequilibrium ef- 

fects must be taken into account. Cheng's results gave a sin- 

gle point at high altitude, which when combined with binary 

scaling led to the result in Figure 2, above which nonequili- - 

brium effects must be considered. Binary scaling derives from 

the fact that at high altitude the probability for chemical 

reactions to occur by three-body collisions is much less than 

that for two-body reactions. Under these conditions, it can 

be shown that if density and field dimension are held constant, 

then the degree of nonequilibrium will be the same in each 

case. 

12 
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Since the body dimension Rs,'6is related to jet thrust and den- 

sity p«« is related to altitude, we can then establish a 

relationship between thrust and altitude, which will maintain 

the product of density and dimension constant, giving the 

same degree of nonequilibrium. The binary scaling principle 

only applies to high altitude, for moderate to low altitude 

collisions should be prevalent enough that equilibrium flow 

is maintained. 

Referring to Figure 2, it is shown that for typical re-entry 

conditions the extent of the equilibrium, inviscid, continuum 

flow is about one half of the complete continuum, inviscid 

region; however, there is still a considerable region where 

all the assumptions stated previously are fully satisfied. 

Now that we have determined our bounds of validity for an ana- 

lysis based on several assumptions, we can proceed to outline 

the analysis in detail. 

13 
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JET EXHAUST MODEL 

The undisturbed plume which interacts with the external flow 

to form the bow layer develops in an environment (the core 

region) where there is little fluid motion and hence nearly- 

constant pressure. Under these circumstances, the undisturbed 

plume is analogous to the case of a jet exhausting into a 

quiescent ambient which is at the core pressure. V/e can then 

employ analyses developed for plumes exhausting into quies- 

cent ambients to our retro plume case. To be consistent with 

the analyses for the downstream and bow region, v/e will uti- 

lize an analytical approach for the undisturbed plume. There 

are many models available for describing the isentropic ex- 

pansion of a jet far away from the nozzle exit. Many of them 

have the form 15» l6» 17* 

p  oc co$nC9 (1) 

Other properties can be determined from this expression by use 

of the isentropic flow relations (No's. 30.2-30.3 from the Bow 

Analysis). 

*In this reference, an expression for Mach number is given 
which when substituted into the isentropic relationships for 
high Mach number gives a result identical to (1). 

14 
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In (1) ÖD  is the anp;le measured a.way from the axis of sym- 

metry, r\ is radius measured from the nozzle exit and n 

and C are constants for a given nozzle and jet gas compo- 

sition. Various forms have been proposed for H and C as 

functions of plume s^cific heat ratio 8j , exit Mach num- 

ber r^j , and nozzle exit angle 0n . Using the form C = 

TT/^ooo,where 0co is the sum of the Prandtl-Meyer limiting 

turning angle into a vacuum and ©n^gives the correct theo- 

retical result of zero density or infinite Mach number when 

Op s ©oo  . For this value of C , we can extract from a 

15 Prandtl-Meyer analysis y near the nozzle lip the value forn. 

n * 
»i-i 

(2) 

This result can also be obtained from aoplication of the snail 
10 

disturbance theory to hypersonic jets expanding into a vacuum . 

As will be shown in the bow layer analysis section, these va- 

lues for n and C give the physically realistic result in the 

limit as  6 i0 -♦ O    that the density and other flow vari- 

ables remain of the same order as we go away from the axis. 

For any other choice of C and n as a function of "J the 

density would be finite on the axis and either zero or infi- 

nite away from the axis. Even though the form of n as a 

function of 8j is correct, its numerical value for a given #j 

is still not clear. This is because comparisons with numerical 

results give different values for Y\  , varying between the value 

15 
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given in (2) and one half that value 19. The difficulty is 

that the form of equation (1) is not general enough to be 

valid over a full range of R and ^ . This point is illus- 

trated in an article by Boynton 15 where he shows for 9<.^ 

the proportionality constant is approximately one and for 

9> -^ the numerical results lie closer to the curve for a 

proportionality factor of two. Since the bow shock layer and 

downstream layer depend critically on the undisturbed plume 

flow, (as will be shown in the bow and dovmstream analyses 

sections) then it was felt that a review of numerically cal- 

culated undisturbed plumes to give "best" values for H was 

justified. The expected value would probably lie somewhere 

between the theoretical value  S— anci    3 
J J 

Three sources of numerical plume calculation data were chosen 

for examinition to determine "best" values for O . In re- 

ference (20) numerical calculation of three plumes from super- 

sonic nozzles expanding into a quiescent ambient were presented. 

Two of the nozzles (Jfj = 1.15,1.18)  are representative of 

those used for launch vehicles, and the third ( */ * 1.2*0 is 

representative of spacecraft nozzles. The method of charac- 

teristics was used in this study to determine, for constant 
V. 
J , Mach number contours, and density and temperature dis- 

tributions along and perpendicular to the axis of symmetry. 

The second reference l6 contained th* calculation of the plume 

resulting from the expansion of air through a sonic orifice. 

ach number distributions perpendicular to the axis of sym- 
VI 
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metry were given. The third source used 15 contains results 

of a numerical calculation, using a finite difference tech- 

nique, of the flow from a nozzle representative of a launch 

vehicle. Density is given as a function of angle from the 

axis in this work. To determinenfrom the above sources for 

points away from the axis, we simply use the isentropic re- 

lationships and the assumed distribution (1) to determine 

for a known value of the constant G« and jo at a given to 

and R  . However, near the axis this procedure does not 

yield good results since large changes in n produce little 

measured change in ^p or M in this region. In this case, 

we then apply a derivative of the density distribution to ob- 

tain a better relationship for determining n . For the first 

and second references where properties are given as functions 

of T , the distance perpendicular to the axis, the expres- 

sion 

(3) 

establishes n from the density gradient perpendicular to the 

axis. For the third reference, we use 

" = -(^)^^£^l (4) 

17 
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Values of 7/ , the ratio of H calculated from 3 and 4, to 

^/<*j-i) are plotted In figure (3) as a'function of J/ö^and 

X/rj . From this graph, it is evident that n is not a con- 

stant but varies both as a function of 9/Ö00 and X/r; . If 

use is to be made of (1) in calculating retro plumes, then 

for each change in X/Tj a new value of n must be determined 

from figure (3). 

The variation of h u±th<f/emis  not as critical as the axial 

variation since the bulk of the mass flow, which determines 

the plume external stream interaction, lies near the axis and 

therefore the behavior for J/Go^'S is not significant to the 

interaction. Also, for 9/6« near zero the density is near 

one for any value of h . Noting this, we then take the value 

of n  found at^/e^-.^b  to be the "best" value for a given 

^/Tj . Characteristic retro plume calculations have been 

carried out with values of H determined from figure (3). Re- 

sults of these calculations will be discussed in the sections 

on bow and downstream analyses. 

18 
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ANALYSIS OF BOW REGION 

For the problem studied here Moo« , Moo^ ^ 1 and ^e.A-^ 

The flow within the internal and external shock layers are 

determined by a perturbation theory for strong shock waves 

and small layer thicknesses. The procedure involves a limit* 

of the governing equations and boundary conditions when 

^ej€iö-*>0  Hooe,Noo:e-*oo and h«t€« ^oo^e^r Ofcjwhere 

^e, €:C0 are the density ratios across the shocks at the 

axis. To elucidate some detail of the flows within the la- 

yers, the coordinates normal to the shocks are expanded in 
sd »Ti 

powers of  €e , €i0        where 4^     are to be determined. 

The orders of magnitude of the various flow quantities in terms 

of €ej €t6 and Mooe^-e ).M<oic6Le are derived from the 

requirement that the shock relations and flow equations yield 

a nontrivial system which includes all the physical effects 

of interest as ee,^-> O . The coordinate systems are 

shock oriented and are illustrated in schematic (2) 

Tet 

Schematic (2) 

*This limit will be denoted the N-B limit after Newton-Bus emann 

19 
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Upon application of the. N-B limit mentioned above., it is found 

that the flow field divides into several regions within which 

unique asymptotic expansions for the dependent variables must 

be determined. 'It will be shown in the following analysis 

that four regions characterized by two major effects are re - 

quired to describe adequately the external flow and two re - 

gions characterized by two major effects are needed for the in- 

ternal flow. In both the internal and external layers, a re- 

gion characterized by constant density to first order is formed 

near the axis of symmetry. Away from the axis, the density 

and other properties vary both along and across the layers. 

For the external layer, a region characterized by non-constant 

stream velocity is formed near the contact surface in both the 

near and away from axis regions. This contrasts with the char- 

acter of the region near the shock where the velocity is con- 

stant to first order. 

The regions are numbered one through six in schematic (2)*, 

Once the flow properties are established in each of» these re- 

gions, then matching between the expanded properties will be 

demonstrated to show their consistency and where necessary, 

composite expansions will be formulated. The final step in the 

solution to the bow region problem will consist of the numeri- 

cal matching of contact surface pressure and position (i.e., 

flow deflection) between the external and internal shock layer 

flows. 

* These regions, of course, are not drawn to scale. 
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To achieve this result: (i) initial radii of curvatures and 

positions of internal and external shocks will be found from 

a scheme which uses solutions obtained for regions 1,3» and 

5 (this scheme will be outlined in appendix (A)); (ii) shocks 

will be extended away from the axis utilizing these radii of 

curvature;(iii) external and internal contact surface pres- 

sure and position will then be calculated, using solutions 

from regions 2, 4 and 6. The pressures and positions are then 

compared to determine if numerical matching is achieved; (iv) 

if equality to a certain tolerance is not found, then the ra- 

dii of curvatures are iterated until matching is achieved. 

Having accomplished matching, the procedure starting from 

step (ii) will be repeated using the newly found radii of cur- 

vatures as the initial values. 

A brief outline of the regions considered and their major 

characteristics is now given. 

For region two, which is of 0(6«) in thickness and O(l) in 

length, the N-B limit gives the familiar hypersonic blunt body 

result, which has been investigated in whole or in part by 

10 21  22 
many authors  *  '  . The orders of magnitude of the flow 

quantities in this region are the same as those directly be- 

hind the shock.  A major characteristic of the solution found 

is that the velocity along streamlines is constant in the 

first order approximation. This result, adequate for points 

near the shock, has been shown to be incorrect   near the 

21 
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contact surface in region 4; and, therefore, a new expansion 

must be sought. In reference (10) the initial orders of mag- 

nitude of the flow variables in region U  were established as 

well as the thickness of this region, which is OC€« /. To 

first order when the N-B limit is applied, the constant stream- 

line velocity result of the region 2 analysis must be replaced 

by an expression for velocity which accounts for pressure gra- 

dients along streamlines which are found to be the same for all 

streamlines in this layer. After determining expressions for 

the flow variables in region 4 matching with region 2 is then 

demonstrated and a composite expansion is then formed which 

is valid throughout regions 2 and 4. For general shock shapes 

these expressions must be numerically integrated to yield va- 

lues for the flow variables of interest. Having established 

results for distances of 0(l) away from the axis, we now wish 

to determine expansions valid near the axis in the N-B limit 

for use in the initial radii of curvatures of the shocks 

scheme. 

In this study, unlike in past investigations,10' 21*  22  atten- 

tion is focused on this near axis region because we are seek- 

ing accurate and simple analytic expressions for the layer 

thickness and contact surface pressure distribution as func- 

tions of shock radius of curvature to be used in the initial- 

izing scheme.  It will be shown that the near axis region 1 
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will be ofO(€»)in thickness andOC^4jin length. This region is 

characterized by constant density to first order. As in the 

region away from the axis, the first order velocity along 

streamlines is constant. Consequently, as in the away from 

axis case in region 3 near the contact surface we must mod- 

ify the expansions to include the effect of non-constancy of 

velocity along streamlines. The dimensions of this region 

are 0(€^) in thickness and Ofe) in length. The variables 

found in this region are demonstrated to match with those of 

region 1. A composite expansion for region 1 and region 3 

is then formulated. Finally, matching between 1, 3 and 2, 4 

is demonstrated for the specific case of a spherical exter- 

nal shock. 

For the internal layer analysis, more details will generally 

be included than for the external flow since this work ap- 

pears here for the first time. For region 6, which is 0(l) in 

length, the N-B limit leads to the results that the layer thick- 

ness and streamline velocity to first order, for non-trivial 

results, must be of 0(€i"oA) . Also, the internal shock is 

spherical in form and the first order pressure and density are 

constant across the layer with an error 0(€t/*) These re- 

sults will lead to interesting conclusions, which will be dis- 

cussed at the end of the analysis. The solution found in 6 

unlike the external flow case is valid throughout the shock 

layer for distances of OU) . For general shock shapes, these 
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equations must be numerically integrated away from the axis. 

As in the external flow case, a region of 0(€v» ) ±n  thick- 

ness and of OC^i© ) in length is required near the axis to 

be used in the initialising scheme. As for the external la- 

yer, the near axis region 5 is found to have constant density 

to first order. A solution technique is then applied which 

makes use of this "characteristic to determine analytic expres- 

sions for internal layer thickness and contact surface pres- 

sure distribution near the axis to be used in the initializ- 

ing scheme. Having found solutions for the variables in re- 

gion 5i we then match these to the variables obtained in re- 

gion 6 for the specific case of a spherical shock. 

The detailed analyses for each of the six regions will now be 

given. 
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External Layer - Region 2 Analysis 

Following previous investigations,21 we obtain the orders of 

magnitude of the variables inside the layer from the values 

obtained from the shock relations. These relations are: 

V     = U«oe £" S^n^• 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

(1.4) 

Non dimensionalizing the pressure byjo^U«^ velocity by 

U«t and density by ^)eot , we obtain from (1.1-1.4) 

y^eK *• «oe -*■(>-£) singer 

«^   = COS O" 

Taking the NB limit, we find from (2.1-2.4) 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

z «^ sin   cr 

U   s    ooscr 

o GeSIKlO' 

J>     'S      V€e 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 
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Using the orders of magnitude established by (3.1-3.4), we 

can now write the following expansions: 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

f> ■=  p«, H- e« px + • • • (4.3) 

(4.4) 

In order that the flow variables described previously lead 

to a meaningful description of the flow, we must stretch the 

normal coordinate y. From the continuity equation we find 

for y 

• 

Since rt:o(f<SdlJ which is set as the unit length scale, then 

jr ^Ofee). Therefore, to obtain non-trivial results, we must 

stretchy byO(€.).  The expansions of the variables and the 

stretched coordinate y should now be applied to the govern- 

ing equations 

^^F + ^^i = 0 H^x-fc^ tj— " w        • ■  *  ^  (5.!) 
U^C + HV1|  ^ KUV + > |g  = 0        ^.2) 

^T -^ ^ (5.4) 
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Before substituting in the expansions of the variables, it 

will be advantageous for final integration of the equations 

to change the above system to one employing the stream func- 

tion as an independent variable. 

Define " 

1£ = Hrpv 

The above system under the transformation 

(6.1) 

(6.2) 

then becomes 

H 
bx (7.1) 

(7.2) 

(7.3) 

(7.4) 

The distance across the layer in terms of V is obtained from 

(7.5) 

.  ..--..a^- "■■--■^r"-ftrmnil-imii.rmi-»ni-*ü.«rtni 
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In this system we then must add 

r = To ■+   ^eTa. +   • •  ■ (3tl) 

H   =    1   -   K.oJj.cee t   .- • • (Ö.2) 

Expanded boundary conditions at the shock are: 

u = cos^ (9.2) 

V « £«Cl+cot2£.) Sin^- (9.3) 
Mt»««-^ 

P ^  l/(€e(l+ coüf )) (9.4) 

This then gives the result for first and second order boun- 

dary conditions: 

po « smxff (10.1) 

Uo    -   COS^ (10.2) 

Cfe - (l ^ c6i'c/Ml^6e)s»^o: (10.3) 

^   -   l/Ci+  Cd-t^/fl^e) (10.4) 

pt    a   VM«fee  -    (A + «t*(Sf/Maa€eOsm,ö: (10.5) 

v. = o (10-7) 

^ =  o (10-ö) 

Substituting (4.1-4.4) into (5.1-5.4) and then collecting 

terms of like order in €e we obtain 
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First Order Problem 

Second Order Problem 

V 

(11.1) 

(11.2) ■ 

(11.3) | 

(11.4) 

(11.5) 
i'i 

Pi = Pl- fttSsUi -O-^i + tiAUaCfe^re+^coSfl-)]^ (12.1) 

Ui = - Pa-»- I n pfc/pb} 
(12.3) 

(12.4) 

(12.5) 

/»oUoro 

Equations (11.1)to (12.5) describe all the properties of in- 

terest near the shock, with an error 0(c« j. 

External La\er - Region 4 Analysis 

Bush   has determined from these results that equations 

(11,1) to (12.5) are rot valid at the contact surface due to 

the change in order of magnitude of streamline velocity and 

hence another expansion is required. Following his results, 

we derive the system of equations' valid in the contact sur- 

face region with an error  Ov€e /, 
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The expansions for the variables in this region are; 

^ = p;  + e«. pi -^ * •' " 

I-   = To  H-    €eVa r^.   +•   • •  ■ 

H   ^ 1     +    Kofr €eVa +   • • 

.  - < VatTT 

(13.1) 

(13.2) 

(13.3) 

(13.4) 

(13.5) 

(13.6) 

(13.7) 

(13.8) 

These will be substituted into the governing equations (5.1) 

to (5.4). The resulting systems of equations are: 

First order system of equations 

*    i*W=0 
1|  = o 

Second order system of equations 

(14.1) 

(14.2) 

(14.3) 

(14.4) 

W = O 

•bsr Sx ^tr sjf 

o* Po* 
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(15.3) 
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We can extract from (14.1) to  (15.4) 

First order results 

Uo     = Uo*   - 2po*/fi*   In Ro/f^c 

Second order results* 

(16.1) 

(16.2) 

(16.3) 

pi  *   flex) (17>1) 

2.u.at = ^Qu - ^ (. ^ -    (17.2) 

^^^        T.^?{ (17.3) 
Po« ffe« 

These body layer results must be matched to the external la- 

yer region 2 results in an intermediate region where both ex- 

pansions are valid. 

*  Vp is not considered since it does not affect the calcu- 
lation of P*^ to error greater than ofee^and is itself very 
small of OCc«*)? 
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We now demonstrate matching for the variables p»P and U. 

Matching occurs within the intermediate region defined by 77 . 

In this region 

oo 

-^ *1 
In terms of the variables ^^and^^with^ ^ of 0(l)we have 

from the expression for layer thickness, (7.5), 

The order of ?[ must then fall in the range 

OCÄ  ^ < 0(L) 

23 
Following Cole -% matching will be achieved if for each power 

of €c we have 

W   C? - f)  ^ o 

where T   is the variable of interest to be matched. Taking 

the matching of the pressure first 

i.™   (pel) - pcf;9*^o)) ^ o 
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Therefore, the pressure in the body layer is equal to the 

pressure at the inner boundary of the external layer. A com- 

posite expansion valid in both regions can be determined by 

subtracting the common term to both expansions which is the 

pressure at the contact surface. The correct pressure dis- 

tribution will then be that derived from the external flow. 

For matching of the density, we must have 

u (f cf,9s-?po -£(§>%■*ncp*J}$o 

From (16.3) and (17.3) we have 

^%* 

Since p* and pi are just functions of ^1 then PX®) ; there- 

fore 

The density within the body layer is then equal to that at 

the inner boundary of the external layer. As in the case of 

the pressure distribution, the uniformly valid density distri- 

bution is simply given by that derived for the external layer. 

The velocity now has to be matched. Once again, as for p and 

p , we must find 
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For the body layer, we have 

Ufo« = *§*    ^.^ ■= fa*   * 1    U^ = O 

f 1« = o 

Under the above conditions U, from (16.2) and (17.2) becomes 

~    - ''a, / •A' 
«  - 2. In ^„Cf ^ 

The near shock expression for the velocity is from (11.3) and 

(12.3) 

u =   e*   - ^ ^ In fVp^ 

For matching in the intermediate region f\    we transform the 

independent variables such that 
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The matching condition then becomes 

©»7,71 

The above can be seen to match to error  0\6e ) . A compo- 

site expansion valid in both regions is then 

£c(^Vh,JnP0/Po» - I^F^o)) 
(e*2  - ^€e In poC9;0)) »/2. 

(18.1) 

The layer thickness can now be calculated from 

Once the radius of curvature and position of the shock are 

known, then all the layer properties may be calculated. 
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Now that we have the results for the external flow away from 

the axis, we will now determine if they apply in the region 

near the axis. 'From the external flow, the velocity parallel 

to the shock is given by 

As we approachthe axis both f and ^ , as well as 6^ be- 

come smaller than 0(1) . For this situation, the expansions 

based on the above quantities being of order one are then no 

longer valid and new expansions must be obtained. It is of 

importance to develop an accurate solution in this near axis 

region as the final matching of the external stream layer flow 

and jet layer flow depend on knowing the initial locations 

and radii of curvature of the shock surfaces near the axis of 

symmetry.      1 

External Layer - Region 1 Analysis 

To establish these initial values for the external flow, it 

is convenient to determine the shock layer thickness and con- 

tact surface pressure distribution in an analytic form. This 

leads us to describe the external shock as an expansion in 

even powers of 9 for the region near the axis. The expan- 

sion is 

R -  1  + CU^  + be ^ + 
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It is sufficient to retain only the first two of the above 

terras for accuracy consistent with the number of terms in the 

dependent variable expansions. The expansions for the de- 

pendent variables which give the relevant physical behavior 

in the near axis case and are consistent with the shock re- 

lations are 

P 
f 
U. 

V 

pö    +    ee. pi +   • • • 

jV/sc +   pi' +   •••• 

^ 
-  e^ 

Inserting tho above in equations (7.1) - (7.5), we obtain for 

the first order results 

U, 
/ „ 

s Uoj(f 

jf o' - f iai! 

For the second order, we obtain 

^-C^+fe'--fe)^4 

(19.1) 

(19.2) 

(19.3) 

(19.4) 

(19.5) 

(20.1) 

(20.2) 
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ÄU.'Ul' -.V^*  = ZU^UU+V<£ -*-(&- ^)       (20.3) 

u.' = r^^     (fi.' +  ^   +   rV) (20-4) 
a       ■J0/

;>.'u<>'r«'   -f1'       "•'       r»' 

The boundary conditions obtained from (1.1) - (1,4) are 

pt; = - c i +• 9« ^i - ;ia•)^ -  V M-*. e. ) 

For R»l + ae9' (^.l to 19.5) and (20.1 to 20.4) give for 

first order 

Uo   = Cl - X-ae ) 9« 

V,'  = (9*/^')a 

,'   =_L 
(1 - xa») 

For second orderi we have 

0- - &/$') 

(21.1) 

(21.2) 

(21.3) 

(21.4) 

• f22 1^ 

?; = u-^>,a + c^'-r^-i«.)4 - (22.3) 
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External Layer - Region 3 Analysis 

As in the case away from the axis, we must develop a body 

layer solution near the contact surface. The relevant ex- 

pansions for the variables in this region are 

p = po" +  €e pa." + 

a =  £e Uo"  + 

X  =  6eX"   u. =  €*'»-" 

V  =  ee'Vo"  + 

a-= ^~z 
Substituting the above in the equations (7.1) to (7.5), and 

collecting terms of like power in 6« , we obtain for first 

order results 

**&' (23.1) 

RoVfc'' = P**/po* (23.2) 

For second order results 

lEi' -o 
W (24.1) 
Uo"1 = U."^ + zCPxI -Pi")     (2t.2) 

p.;'      ^Po"  p,;/ Rf 
The boundary conditions which must be applied are 
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pi» - VMAde -1 

The final results which must be matched to the near axis outer 

region.case are then 

po  - po CX) 

pi" = PI'CK) 

fa." =/t"Cx) 

(25.X) 

(25.2) 

(25.3) 

(25.4) 

(25.5) 

Following the same procedure as in the away from the axis 

case, matching requires that 

po'cx) ^ po' = 1- 

JD0"CX)  = po' = 1 
(26.1) 

(26.2) 

(26.3) 

(26.4) 

The values obtained for (26.3) and (26.4) are simply those de- 

rived from the near shock region expressions evaluated at the 

contact surface. The value of Uo'is then 
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Matching to outer layer results, we require that 

l\^     ( u' - u" )  ^ o 

, (- f ti-^ - ci-^rcri - <Pnsr/p ')/3 - 

^ '      ^,(1-20«) g^^ 3/  / 

Expanding the square root 

** From boundary conditions derived on the basis of mass flow 
through body layer 
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It is seen that matching is assured. A uniformly valid re- 

sult for velocity in both regions is then 
1/2 

^(Cl- vufqC* ^eeC^,Cl-2A.^ i)f(27.i) 

Using the uniformly valid results, we calculate the layer 

thickness from (22.2) (27.1) and (7.5), which gives 

The contact surface pressure distribution is given by (21.1) 

and (22.1) 

Pcs - 1 - ^~(l-*ae)*£.9'le + -IS—   (28.2) 

Expressions (28.1) and (28.2) are then used in a scheme, out- 

lined in Appendix A, which determines the external shock ra- 

dius of curvature and position along the axis of symmetry, 

for given external flow and jet conditions. These values are 

then used as initial conditions for determining flow proper- 

ties away from the axis. 
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The solutions found for regions 1 and 3 as the variable 

(^ tends to infinity must match the solution found for re- 

gions 2 and 4 as <p vanishes.If matching is achieved, then 

we have proof that the expansions for the region near the 

axis was the correct one. 

For this analysis, a composite expansion for the near axis 

and away from axis regions is not sought. Therefore a match- 

ing of these regions for the special case of a spherical shock 

will demonstrate the consistency of the expansions and will in- 

volve a much smaller calculational effort than if the general 

shock case were attempted. 

The away from axis results, equations (12.1), (12.2), (10,1), 

for a spherical shock and small U? are 

u» = 9,* - yj/z + *6e(f*% -9*3/5f - 9»a) 

-  i - Z 3r 3f 12.7 figel 

3        m* 2 

9" O    'g^ 

2 
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The near axis results for a spherical shock, CU = 0 » from 

equations (27.1), (21.1), (22.1) and (22.2) are given by 

u»= €e 9;x + ae^C-^ -xC-f'V ^zSt^r) 

- (l -(J»^')'*)) 

Following the same matching procedure as was outlined for re- 

gions 1 and 3 and 2 and 4, we define a variable 7? which des- 

cribes an intermediate region where both the away from axis 

and near axis expansions are valid. For this case,0(fe VKOQ) 

and therefore for U matching 

lim 
€e^O 

Matching is assured for   U' 
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For p we have 

Therefore, matching of p to this order is assured. 

For p we have 

Therefore, matching p to this order is assured. 
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Internal Layer - Region 6 Analysis 

We start the analysis from the shock relations, which are: 

(29.1) 

r " F9*1 /e (29.2) 

U  «   Ufloi CöS>ö (29.3) 

V   »   € Uooi Sin.ö (29.4) 

Unlike the external uniform stream case Jw,fu^ pfc,; are not 

constants but functions of the undisturbed plume flow.    Their 

functional relationships are determined by the assumed source 

distribution 

n ^ 
jpw 'JW-jprH,, (30.1) 

p»i   - fwQW^».-.)*' (30-2) 

^ -c^(fiuni+^^)-ri(3o-3) 

where n = b/(^t- l) 

We now expand the boundary conditions for€4-»0/V*<» such that 

CioMc^;-» O(l)     . This will then indicate the orders 

of magnitude of the variables within the layer near the shock. 
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It is hoped that the orders of magnitude found for the vari- 

ables will be valid through to the contact surface. If this 

is not the case, then the solution based on the orders of mag- 

nitude near the shock will break down and a second expansion 

valid near the contact surface will be required. Expanding 

the undisturbed plume parameters, we find that 

When applied to (30.1),(30.2) and (30.3), we obtain 

f«; V-'o-flllL ~ "^ (3i.i) 
£»i » f<6Ä> *§£!$„  ~ od) (31.2) 

The first order expressions, (31.1), (31.2), and (31.3), are 

then introduced into the expanded form of the Rankine-Hugoniot 

relations, (29.1), (29.2), (29.3), (29.O and (29.5), which 

then give the order of magnitude results 

ü -   oCe) Ucoc v ~~ ofeco) Uoot 

where 9   is the angle the free  stream makes with the direction 

normal to the  shock. 
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At the  axis of symmetry,   6co is the  density ratio across the 

. Up  to shock and is given by 610 = 'JJizJs.  •+- vj ^" 

this point, the magnitude of the velocity U  parallel to 

the shock has not been determined in terms of ^Jo ; however, 

its lower bound can be determined from the condition that the 

shock layer is of zero thickness in the limit as €co"*0 and, 

therefore, the flow must be turned 90 degrees upon crossing 

tht shock. The deflection angle is given by 

-tan S = JM&L&nlÄ - l)co-tS  

where   ^  - 1L - © for near normal shock     0<<*    1M001 ^ ^■ 

"tan §    =    C6<;ttft ha^e      = 6  OO 

This then yields 

«IV* e 1  
^   OÖ 

V/e can conclude that G ^ OC^i'o) and is obviously less than 

OO«)  • This result can be written as 

u = oieio*1) 1 > hn > o 

The  dependent variables can now be expanded in terms of   6LO  » 
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following the first order magnitudes found from the shock re- 

lations. The non-dimensionalized expansions will then be: 

^/foOiM^i   = Po + «EtV^pi +■ 6i0 pa + 
XHl.X 

to /x+ ... 

+ St'o^Ui + €t'0
3^ Ua + 

+ e^V, ■»- € 
a,hi+i 

(,« ^ + 

It is assumed that X will be of order one, from geometry,and 

«^  will depend on €cö    to some power n' The unknown pow- 

ers in and n will be determined by requiring that the govern- 

ing equations, when written in terms of ec*  , yield a physic- 

ally reasonable non-trivial system of equations. The govern- 

ing equations are: 

^ 
un 
oX continuity 

X momentum 

u. momentum 

energy 

•bx      ^- 

where IC is the radii of curvature of the shock surface and 

H=l-K.^ is ehe ratio of the radius of curvature of a constant 

y.  surface, with respect to the shock curvature at a given 

value of X. 
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Substituting the expansions into the governing equations, we 

obtain the following results relating the unknowns m and n: 

^X "       v \ x momentum 

4U~' = oieu1'") 
£ momentum 

continuity- 

Applying the  source condition l^at: 0(l}we find that m = i. 
ox 

It then follows that n = I from the other two relationships. 

Sinceö^H-yö is now found to be proportional to    €io^ t 

then in the limit as   €to->e ,  ß    must equal Wz  .      The 

shock surface is then a spherical shell which is centered at 

the jet exit.    The magnitude of the perturbation from this 

spherical shell will then be derived b]   the use of the known 

value of   6-0(6io   ). The radius can be written as R=i-«-GCx) 

From this,  the value of   6     can be calculated   R'Cx) = G'O<) = 6^9 

•     The magnitude    of   (Sex) is then    0(6c*Va) which then leads to 

the result     RCx)   *   1   +    FCx)> 6^       .    This will be the 

form used for     ROO    .    With the values of m and n'established 

the expansions are 

f    - fo/€Co   + fx/€C0
Vz   +  Pz+ "• 

Ü   =   €t6V2 Uo +   ^co Ui  -•-  6^* t(l -t-  • • • 
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The flow equations become considerably simplified for inte- 

gration across the layer if they are written in terms of the 

Mises variables X,, V . 

The distance downstream is X and S^ is the streamfunction. 

The flow equations in this coordinate system are 

K^lE. = K.U -1- "^ (32.1)0. momen- 
ö^ a?c turn equation 

VLi+y-* +-^a.  - CM (32.2) inte- 
«  -f grated X mo- 

mentum 

p/p^ =  bC^) (32.3) energy 
equation 

"by,, - - _J  (32.Zf)stream- 
^^7 ~   jau»- function defi- 

nitions which 
satisfies con- 

H ~ 1 - K^ tinuity direct- 

After substitution of these expansions and introducing an ex- 

pansion for ^ and K in terms of X and 4^ and collecting 

terms of like order, we then develop the following system of 

equations. 

First Order Expressions 

Momentum equation across layer 

"^ft. = O (33.1) 
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Integrated    momentum equation 

(33.2) 

Integrated energy equation 

po - /b (33.3) 

Definitions of streamfunction equations 

Definition of streamfunction 

(33.4) 

"bus.  _  Vo 
iJJ ""■  77" 

(33.5) 

For the second order results, we obtain for the momentum 

equation across layer 

(34.1) 

Integrated  momentum equation 

ßo* Po 
(34.2) 
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Integrated energy equation 

pi - f 1 (34.3) 

Definition of streamfunction equations 

>>^i -  1 
r0 \ J^o   Uo   r© / (34.4) 

Definition of streamfunction 

(34.5) 

For the third order results, we obtain momentum equation 

across layer 

-) 

Integrated      momentum equation 

Ui* + 2.UzUQ + Vo1,   = 2.Ma*Uo^ + MxÄ* + (35.2) 

/t»*        ^* /fc*      ^* 
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Integrated energy equation 

Definitions of streaaifunction 

We must apply the expanded shock boundary conditions to the 

outer edge of the layer.  In the limit as Ct'o"*© , Moo^-^oo 

such that  €-00 ^eo^0 -* Oi^-J   ^Q  obtain 

First order results 

fo     - COS 
(36.1 ) 

jp.  - ^"m (36.2) 

; Uo  =  F'C$>) (36.3 

Vo  ^  1 C36-4) 

^e  =.  O (36.5) 

Second order results 

px   =    '^F7"^^ . (37.1) 

^   ^   -^F cos" USi (37.2) 
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Ui =  - F'F (37.3) 

CU -  O (37.4) 

Third .order results 

?a..^n|ft(3F^i.F- + Tt_:ft)  (38.13 

b^ÖTc-iy^C^ - F/a) (3Ö.2) 

CJt=  FF' - F'V* (3a.3) 
u;2 = o (30.4) 

Before we integrate the equations, we introduce another 

transformation of the independent variable T . This vari- 

able describes the strearafunction in terms of the position 

at which the streamline has crossed the shock.  It is de- 

fined from the source conditions as: 

H7 ={ cos* Eton sm9* 49*       (39.1) 

A point within the layer will then be described by the co- 

ordinates ( 9 > T* )  • Substituting (36.1 to 39.1) in the 

equations (33.^ to 35.4) and integrating across the layer 

we obtain 
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First order system 

p. - 

Us 

Vo 

s.   COS 

=   co& 
2©oo 

•= CF      - Z\yy Po/Po*) 

9« 

Second order system 

p!    -   -2Fco5W SU^ 

Third order system 

(40.1) 

(40.2) 

(40.3) 

(40.4) 

(40.5) 

(41.1) 

(41.2) 

(41.3) 

(41.4) 

(41.5) 

pa = COS CSF1-!-  F" (42.1) 
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(p»*/po* - ?**/fGm ^ ^ln^)) (42.2) 

ro    J3«»^    /oUo    UoTej   ^yr   t[^ 

f) (42.4) 

Examining the above integrals, we note that the calculated 

variables remain finite and non-zero from the vicinity of 

the shock through to the contact surface. This indicates 

that the solution is uniformly valid.  V/e now must exam- 

ine the behavior of the solution as v/e approach the axis 

of symmetry. This is important since in order to evaluate 

the matching of the shock layers we must determine the ini- 

tial radius of curvature of the shock surface, as well as 
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its position in space. This requires that we know both la- 

yer thickness and contact surface pressure in an analytic 

form so that tho matching of contact surface pressure and 

position can be determined. For the case when ROO * i.O 

the variables can be expanded in even powers of (D near the 

axis, and then integrated across the layer. These results 

will then be used to illustrate the change in order of mag- 

nitude of some of the dependent variables near the axis of 

symmetry. 

From the source conditions, we can write for small ^, $ 

f. - 5 - i - ^r 
which then leads to the first order results 

Vo = (9../f )* 

The second order results then become 
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It can be seen that as we approach the axis <$*>§-*■ ofeX*) 

and 

U ^ € J^Uo ^ 0(6,0 

v ^  euVo   - O^eco) 

The change in orders of magnitude of the variables then ne- 

cessitates that a new expansion procedure be applied. To 

first order p,^  and V do not change; however, U and ,* 

are altered and the new expansions must reflect this. 
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Interual Layer - Region 5 Analysis 

The shock position in this region is described by an expan- 

sion in terras of even powers of y    away from the axis;i.e., 

R = i  + a,6c'o94-f ai.£uz<pH+ • 

Based once again on the shock relations, we can expand the 

dependent variables in the form 

U  -   dtoUo   + €U*Ui, 4-   - • 

p    =    Po    +   €copt +  • '   " 
f>   ~ fo/e to + p* + • * ' 

to 

Substituting the above in the governing equations, we obtain 

the first order system 

These are of the same form as the constant density flow equa- 

tions. 
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We therefore apply a constant density flow solution method 

to this first order system.    A streamfunction is defined 

which \^ill satisfy the continuity equation identically.  This 

is 

"^ =  -Foüo "äiE =  r.vfc 

If ^f is known throughout the layer, then Uo and Vo can 

be calculated. The equation for ^ to this order of approxi- 

mation is 

V/here S  is the vorticity within the layer. For an incom- 

pressible flow, the circulation must remain constant through- 

out the flow region and this leads to the constancy of the 

product of vorticity and distance away from the axis. Not- 

ing this, we can then develop the vorticity inside the layer 

in terms of its value at the shock and its radial position 

within the flow. The result is 

The equation that must be solved is then 
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Substituting in a strearafunction of the form 

(44.1) 

we find from (43.1) that 

From the definition of the streamfunction we have 

From (45.1) we find 

-^(jL^+HaAcp^o* -f- ZCQ  + ^.69^0 = ToVo 

(46.1) 

At  UQ =• O which is the shock surface, we have Vo = L 

which then gives from (46,1)    C - V^L 

From (45.2) we find - («^^^a»)^ ^ D + G?*- -n,Uo 

at the shock  Jo = O    Uo « ^ai<f      and from (47.1) 

we obtain 

5 = O      G = - -2.at 
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These results then give us the first order velocity compo- 

nents in this region. 

vo = i - Haty. - OÖ^T+^i) V     (43.1) 

and   p© = p© - J- 

The normal coordinate £- to first order as a function of <£>* 

and O can now be calculated from 

IXs.   =- 4^8- C49.1) 
V<5       Ue 

Substituting in Vo and Uo in (49.1) and integrating, we 

obtain after applying the shock boundary conditions 

or 

u0. ,^ W^^HC^V^I^I; 
) 

The pressure field can now be calculated from the known ve- 

locity field given by (48.1) and (48.2). We must integrate 

the streamwise momentum equation to obtain the variation of 

pressure along the streamlines with velocity. This result is 

üo^Vc1 - UoJ ^ Vo: - ^CPI - Pi*) ^^ 
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From the shock relations 

Applying this to' (51.1), we then obtain 

^i. / 

- (i -^^o-C^^Wj^)^  (52.!) 

From the conservation of entropy along streamlines relation- 

ship, we also have 

fi~fi~   fx* +f^ (53.1) 

Making use of thejalue of pt-p^and noting from the shock 

relations that pL^  " C^^^j)^ we can then write 

for (53.1) 

■^ * 

% 

The complete expansions for the dependent variables in the 

near axis region can now be written 

v = euvc   +  OUc*) (55.2) 
(55.1) 
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(^-(gj^^Of** ^ OCete)      (55.4) 

These variables in the limit as ^^ tend to infinity must 

match the variables obtained from the equations away from 

the axis as the variablesf,^ vanish.  If matching is ac- 

hieved, then we have proof that the expansion for the region 

near the axis was the correct one. Since in this analysis 

a composite expansion for the near and far away from the axis 

regions is not sought, then a matching of the solutions for 

a special case will be adequate to indicate the correctness 

of the expansions and will be easier to perform than a gen- 

eral matching procedure. The special case chosen is that 

for a spherical shock. For this case  ai" - 0 and lthe inner 

expansions can be written as 

P-1 - «£ - ^i^^Ci-^VV ?&)^ 56. D 

-P-V #-^-^T)HW#-^^ (56.2) 
u = ei.nfe.yjy. + o(et'.')

1 ' (56.3) 
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For the away from axis region, we have the following equa- 
^ 

9,9« tions for small 

P   =  L-*k{%£$'   ^O<€t0 (57.1) 
f  =C1 " Sfe)z9a>co + ofeJ2) (57.2) 
U = €^ ^(g^^C1 -^^r^ 0^) (57.3) 
V = €to(3Wf)a  +- 0(6^) (57-4) 

Following the same matching procedure as that for the exter- 

nal layer flow, we define a variable^ which describes an in- 

termediate region ^vhere both the away from axis and near axis 

expansions are valid. 

Since  9 = OCl) and  f - O^^)  then 0(^ ^ < ^^ 

In this region, we have 

then   hi^ ^ -♦ O and  liyyi   g> -* 00 

Applying the above limiting procedure in the region of common 

validity, we must have 

€10 -* o 

V/here fo and fc   denotes the various expansions for the vari- 

ables for the outer and inner region respectively. 
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Matching V 

In the-intermediate region, it is known that 

Therefore the above is zero in the limit, assuring matching. 

Matching U we can write 

Again, making use of the expression for 'jL we obtain match- 

ing for U . 

Matching p 

+ (1-M(^)^) - t^Wf. ) 
Introducing (j0 again, we then achieve matching for P 

The above matching process has demonstrated the correctness 

of the near axis expansion. V/e now use the more general ex- 

pansions, (55.1to  55.4) to determine the layer thickness and 

contact surface pressure distribution near the axis. The 

results are • 
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These expressions ( y. and p ) will then be used in 

Appendix (A) to derive matching conditions for the internal 

and external layer near the axis of symmetry. From this pro- 

cedure, we can extract internal shock and external yshock ra- 

dii of curvature and the positions of the shocks in space. 

This information will be sufficient starting conditions for 

an integration across the layer of the away from the axis 

equations.  By this procedure, the full bow region, from the 

axis to the corner region, may be calculated. ■ 
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DISCUSSTOn OF RESULTS 

From the  analytical bow region results scaling parameters are 

defined which can be used in experimental simulations  and in 

extensions of calculated results to other conditions.     They 

can be "obtained by examining the first order results of the 

bow analysis.     For the  internal flow,  we find to the  first  ap- 

proximation that the geometry of the layer  (i.e.,   shock posi- 

tion and layer thickness)  depends on the parameters    h ,   S;0 

öeaCMj^ön, ^j) and   Rsi0 (Tt,8oo , n , *,') .    To this list, 

we must add external layer parameters    €e   and    Rse    .     How- 

ever,  from the matching of  contact surface position,   it  is 

determined that  R9e  is a function of Rs».^»^^^ and there- 

fore  only €e is added,  giving as the significant  defining pa- 

rameters of the bow region 6»^ n^ 6i0 ^ ^e ,   Ksdo •     These 

may be further reduced if we  consider very high Mach number 

flow for which €zit and   €e reduce to  &j'   and   Xe   .     The  geo- 

metry of the flow is now independent of stream Mach number. 

For a correct experimental  simulation,  all of the  above  para- 

meters  should be matched between the actual  system and the ex- 

perimental setup. 

Also,  for a given system with fixed ambient and exhaust gas 

composition  (i.e.,  fixed   ^jj ^t     )  and nozzle  conditions  (i.e., 

fixed ©»»n   )  the bow geometry will scale with   Rstoor ^    -or 

all flight conditions  (i.a«,   altitude,  velocity)  and  system 
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thrusts (i.e.jFoj). This last effect is illustrated in figure 

4 which compares in a coordinate system which is reduced by 

the scale ixsio experimentally determined ^»7,24  bow region 

geometries obtained at different values of TT .  Also shown 

in figure (4) is a comparison between experimental results 

carried out at nearly the same TT but with different exter- 

nal flow Mach numbers.   As can be seen, the agreement in 

positions both for varying IT and Mooe is very good, indi- 

cating that the scaling parameters are correct, and also that 

for high Mach numbers the geometry is effectively independ- 

ent of stream Mach numbers. 

The correctness of the scaling is further substantiated by ex- 

amining figure (6) in Charwat and Faulmann .  In this figure, 

many experimental values of axial bow layer thickness divided 

by r<Stoare plotted versus Tt . For both 1^»«= 2.75 and 7.1 

it is shown that the above ratio becomes constant as Tf becomes 

large, indicating the correctness of the scaling parameter 

Rsio . It should also be mentioned that the value of the 

ratio reached forTY»! and M«je = 7.1 is in agreement with 

the value obtained from figure (4). 

Having established that the geometries of the shocks and con- 

tact surface are fixed in a reduced coordinate system, we then 

note that to first approximation all the nondimensionalized 

flow variables will also scale since they are only functions 

of <p> R/R-sio , ^©oo^j^ev/hich are fixed quantities for any 
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given point in the flow if the nozzle conditions and exhaust 

and ambient gas composition are fixed. 

Another result of the analytic analysis of the bow region is 

that it defines the accuracy of the Newtonian impact approxi- 

mation which was applied by Laurmann6 to this problem.  In 

his technique, the contact surface position is determined by 

the balancing of Newtonian impact pressure along the contact 

surface. 

This approximation has been shown to yield good results for 

surface pressure for the external bow region flow 25. 

For the internal bow region layer flow, we must examine our 

analytic solution to establish the accuracy of the Newtonian 

impact theory in describing the surface pressure. From the 

first order results, the layer thickness is a constant.  Also, 

to first order pressure is constant across the layer. The 

actual contact surface pressure will then be determined by the 

shock shape, which for constant layer thickness is ythe same 

as the contact surface. Therefore, we would expect the New- 

tonian impact analysis to give reasonably good results for 

the internal as well as the external flow contact surface pres- 

sure. The contact surface shape in the bow region,as deter- 

mined by the matching of the impact pressure across it, should 

then be reasonably well predicted by Laurmann1s6 analysis. 
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To test this hypothesis the contact surface position predict- 

ed by Newtonian impact analysis is compared in figure (5) with 

the predictions made in this study and in reference (7) for a 

characteristic bow interaction. The agreement shown is very 

good, indicating the usefulness of this approximation to quick- 

ly obtain bow region geometry. The success of the technique 

in this axisymmetric case gives one confidence in extending 

this simple technique to asymmetric bow region flows where 

the angle of attack of the jet to the free stream is not large. 

For the transonic corner and supersonic far field regions, 

Laurmann's ' technique must necessarily fail due to the tnick- 

ening of the layers and the acceleration of the flow in these 

regions. 

A number of calculations of the bow region flow have been car- ■ 

ried out, utilizing the analyses outlined in the preceding 

section and in Appendix A.  These calculations have attempted 

to: (i) compare predicted bow interactions with results from 

an existing numerical technique; (ii) compare predictions 

with an experimental result by Zakkay7; (iii) determine the 

variation of bow region geometries and pressure distributions 

with variations in 6«. and *j (primary jet flow parameters); 

(iv) give detailed predicted properties for two cases which 

are characteristic of "cold" jet and actual jet operation. 
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In the comparison of the present predictions with those of 

Rudman and Vaglio-Laurin^ identical stream and undisturbed 

plume parameters were utilized. Predictions, which included 

terms with errors 0(€to) and o(€S%ere made of flow field 

geometry and pressure, as well as the other variables of in- 

terest. As can be seen from figure (6), the present results 

and those calculated by the nuraeriikl technique of reference 

(7) do not agree very well in position, although shapes are 

similar.  Also, the comparison of pressure distributions in 

figure (7) do not agree very weH. There are two possible 

sources of error which could cause the poor agreement shown. 

The first possibility is that the example calculated, with 

^•^j = 1.4 is just too difficult a test for the present the- 

ory, which is based on having »e^y t: 1.0.  Since the internal 

flow solution proceeds in half powers of €i0  then for the ex- 

ample calculated terms higher than the first are really not 

very small. This causes poor convergence of the solution, 

which is indicated by diminishing oscillations of the vari- 

ables about their correct values as higher order terms are 

added to the solution. This type of behavior is observed in 

figure (7).  However, figure (6) does not show this effect; 

and, therefore, this cannot be the total explanation for the 

lack of agreement. 

A possible source of error in the technique of reference (7) 

is the imposition of a point interaction (i.e., non penetra- 
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tion) for the corner region in the calculations of reference 

(7).  As will be explained further in the section on the cor- 

ner region, the point interaction assunrption puts a constraint 

on the bow region calculation, which could possibly over-em- 

phasize the corner region flows upstream influence on the bow 

layer properties. This could result in the large difference in 

internal layer thickness which is observed in figure (6).  Tak- 

ing the above two effects together, it is possible, within the 

bounds of error of the present results, to show agreement bet- 

ween geometry and pressure distribution. 

It should be mentioned that the results of reference (7) have 

been comparea favorably with the experimental results of Zak- 

kay .  However, the comparison is not definitive since the 

analytical plume flow model used had an exponent of 2.5, which 

has been shown in the section on jet exhaust models to be in 

larga error for the case calculated. 

Good agreement between the prediction of bow region geometry 

and the experimental results of Zakkay7 is shown in figure 

(Ö).  No linear scale was given in the experimental schlieren 

photograph; and, therefore, it was necessary to arbitrarily 

scale the experimental and predicted results by setting the 

jet to internal shock distances equal to each other. The 

contact surface pressure distribution for this same case is 
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shown in figure (9). Two other calculations were made for 

these same conditions with the only difference being that 

in the analytic plume modelj exponents H = 5.0 and 2.5 were 

used instead of the more correct 4.17 value.  In figure (10), 

these predictions show a marked sensitivity of bow region geo- 

metry (i.e., shock and contact surface position) to plume 

model exponent. The variation of the bow geometry with plume 

exponent is larger than the error bounds of the solution in- 

dicating that if accurate predictions of bow region properties 

are to be obtained then the plume model used must also be very 

accurate. 

In noting the good agreement between the predicted and experi- 

mental geometry, one is tempted to state that the calculated 

flow properties must also be in good agreement with experi- 

mental values. However, this is risky in that experience with 

co-flowing plumes and the good agreement of the calculated 

results of reference (7), using an incorrect plume model, with 

experimental results show that the coarse geometry of the 

interaction (i.e., shocks and contact surface) can be pre- 

dicted relatively easily but in all probability the detailed 

experimental flow properties are not so easily matched by cal- 

culations. 

Figures (11), (12), (13) and (14) show the effect of varying 

©oo and Qj on bow geometry and contact surface pressure 

distribution. 
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From figure (11) it can be seen that increasing ©oo from 125.5 

degrees to 135.0 degrees, which could be accomplished by eith- 

er increasing Ön or decreasing Mj , results in a definite 

increase in layer thickness both for the internal and external 

flow. ■ Since external layer thickness is directly proportion- 

al to contact surface radius of curvature, then an increase of 

layer thickness indicates an increase in radius of curvature. 

Consistent with the increase in contact surface radius of cur- 

vature, we note from figure (12) an increase in contact sur- 

face pressure with an increase in ©«. In general increases 

in 0«D with all other parameters fixed give increases in 

contact surface radius of curvature, yielding a more blunt bow 

region interaction. In figures (13) and (14) we can see the 

effect of increasing Yj with all other parameters fixed. In- 

creasing Xj from 1.2 to 1.4 in figure (13) causes a definite 

thickening of the internal and external layers. Also, from 

the contact surface pressure curves in figure (14) we note 

that increasing tfj results in an increased pressure level. 

Both of these effects are primarily the result of an increase 

in radius of curvature of the contact surface. In conclusion, 

an increase in either Gaoor ^j for all other parameters fixed 

causes an increase in radius of curvature of the contact sur- 

face resulting in a more blunt bow interaction.  In this case, 

pressure, density and temperature within the layers do not 

decay as rapidly as in the less blunt interaction case. 
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In figures (15-13) detailed distributions of flow properties 

for a "cold" jet and actual jet operation are given. The cold 

jet case, shown ■ in figures (15,16) would be representative of 

a wind tunnel simulation where the ratio of jet to freestream 

stagnation temperature is 2.0 and air is used as the jet gas. 

The actual jet case shown in figures (17,10) is representative 

of a real system that is operating at 150,000 ft. altitude, 

whose jet gases are composed primarily of H20 and C02  which 

is modeled by setting ^j = 1.24 . The ratio of jet to free- 

stream stagnation temperature is .75, which is representative 

of the actual system. 

As can be seen from figures (15) and (17), the flow geometry, 

streamlines and isobars for the two cases are very similar. 

However, from figures (16) and (IS) we note wide differences 

between the two cases.  In figure (16) it can be L:een that 

the velocity discontinuity between the internal and external 

flow is very small at the contact surface and consequently, 

mixing effects along it will be small. ':Je  also note a mode- 

rate jump in density as we go from the external to internal 

flow.  Since pressure is equal across this surface, then the 

above result indicates that we have a less dense and hotter 

external layer flowing past a more dense and cooler internal 

layer.  In figure (10) we note some significant differences 

from the "cold" jet case of figure (16). Here, we find that 

there is a large velocity discontinuity which leads to strong 
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mixing effects.  Also, the very large discontinuity in den- 

sity indicates that a very hot and low density external layer 

is flowing past a much cooler and denser internal layer. 

If heat transfer were allowed, there would be a heating up of 

the cooler internal layer by the hot external layer.  It can 

be concluded that in the actual case mixing and heat trans- 

fer effects will be much larger than the experimental simula- 

tion case. 
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ANALYSIS 0? CORNER REGION 

For an exact treatment of this region, the inviscid external 

and internal layer bow flows, as well as the relatively mo- 

tionless cor*- and the viscous mixing region separating the 

core and bow flows, must be simultaneously calculated.  The 

reasons for utilizing this coupled approach have been discus- 

sed previously in references (2) and (3).  Such a complex 

treatment is beyond the scope of the present study and sim- 

plified analyses are applied.  Unlike the bow region and down- 

stream region analysis (to be discussed), the corner region 

flow is not amenable to analytic treatment because of its 

transonic nature and complicated coupling with the core flow 

and the viscous layer separating these regions. 

An approach is then taken which will provide an estimate of 

some of the flow characteristics within the corner region and 

will also assess the significance of the corner region flow 

on the bow and downstream region solutions.  In brief, this 

section will outline:  (i)  the significance of the corner 

region flow on the bow region and downstream flow properties 

as calculated by their respective analyses; (ii) an engineer- 

ing estimate of the pressure level in the core region; (iii) 

the location of the plume boundary based on this core pres- 

sure; (iv) the qualitative penetration of the intercepting 

shock layer mass flow into the internal layer, and the loca- 

tion of the internal layer sonic line. 
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Before establishing the significance of the corner region flow 

to the bow and downstream flow solutions, a brief description 

of the flow in the corner region will be given.  Referring to 

figure (19), the jet gases upon exiting the nozzle expand in- 

to the' low, nearly constant pressure core flow.  An intercept- 

ing  shock and shock layer form which are identical to those 

for a plurae in a quiescent ambient of the same pressure.  This 

intercepting shock and layer eventually intersect  the strong 

internal shock, resulting in a triple point shock configuration 

similar to that found at the Mach disc for plumes in a quies- 

cent or co-flowing ambient. A complex system of shocks and 

expansions are then generated within the internal and inter- 

cepting shock layer, which accelerates and turns the flow in 

the downstream direction. The viscous layer separating the 

core and internal flow reattaches at a downstream location, 

recompressing the flow to a pressure greater than that of the 

core.  All of the above flow processes interact, establish- 

ing a unique geometry for the corner region.     ' 

Having defined the corner interaction an order of magnitude 

assessment of its effect on the bow and doi^mstream flow so- 

lutions will now be given. 
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Significance of the Cornor P.eräon en the Dow and Down st r e an 
Solution """""        '  — 

Since the bow region layers are thin and bounded by strong 

shocks, then the flow properties within the layers are strong- 

ly influenced by the local shock conditions and only weakly 

influenced by the conditions in the corner region near the 

sonic point. V/e can therefore conclude that the bow layer 

properties can be calculated independently of the corner re- 

gion without incurring serious error.  Since, as is discus- 

sed in the next section, the downstream flow depends on the 

balancing of jet and external flow interaction forces along the 

contact surface, then the significance of the corner region 

flow on the downstream solution is assessed by determining the 

axial force balance that would occur if the corner region flow 

is included or neglected. For the case when it is neglected, 

the jet flow is assumed to expand to its vacuum limiting angle, 

Qto  • 

The particular example studied herein is that given in a report 

by Rudman and Vaglio-Laurin .  The axial force created by the 

jet flow is given by 

Fx = - jf % C^.- nx) ^ A - ( p n» c< A 

Applying this to the cases with and without the corner region 

and taking their difference divided by the total force of the 

jet, we obtain  ^ e<B 

**tM f cc>s*msMycos$Ay 
O 
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where '   ±   <   f    <    1 and   0 < V < 9^ 

Substituting in the numerical values 0»= 130.45, (f^ =  55 de_ 

grees, H = 4.17jco8>>= *  We obtain 

'Jl —   = .0425 or 4 percent 
rxtot«J 

This error is well below that created by using the approximate 

analytical source flow expression (1) which in some cases can 

be in considerable error 1^. 

Since the details of the corner region flow are not signifi- 

cant to the calculation of bow or downstream properties, then 

engineering estimates of core pressure, plume boundary and 

penetration will be sufficient to approximate the corner re- 

gion flow for this study. 

Core Pressure 

Qualitatively, the external and internal flows do not bend im- 

mediately downstream after passing the intercepting shock la- 

yer boundary due to the considerable lateral momentum impart- 

ed to the layers in the bow region.  Instead, the external 

shock moves continuously outward along with the bulk of the 

external and internal layer mass flow, leaving behind in its 

"wake" a low pressure (with respect to the shock value) flow 

adjacent to the core region.  On this basis, we would expect 

the core pressure to be low and of the same order as ambient 

pressure. 
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In determinins the core pressure, the experimental results of 

Finley ', Gharwat and Faulmann^, and Jarvinen and Adams 26 v/ill 

be utilized. From figure (7) of Finley, it can be seen that 

as TT is increased, the core pressure drops to a nearly con- 

stant value. This behavior is also consistent with figure (11) 

in Jarvinen and Adams and figure (15) in Charwat and Faulmann. 

In our analysis, which is the limiting case when Tt ^> L , the 

core pressure will then be at a constant level for all values 

of Tf . 

These results are for exit Ilach numbers of 1.0, 2,6, 3.1, 3.9, 

and 4.3 and freestream Ilach numbers of 2.5, 2.75, .6 and 2.0 

V/e therefore conclude that this behavior with TT does not de- 

pend on exit or freestream Mach number. 

Noting the lack of dependency of the core pressure on Tt for ' 

Tl»l we can now correlate all experimental results to estab- 

lish the best value for  P core. From figure (20), it is seen 

that the most general result, especially for high external 

Mach number, would be  Pcore = 1. This result is reason- 

able considering the wide variety of Meo.,Mjuncier which 

tjflrR has been obtained and also in consideration of the 
roo« 

nonuniformity in pressure throughout the core region. 
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Plume Boundary 

As was mentioned previously, the plume develops in a rec  ■- 

of nearly constant pressure and, therefore, it is analogous 

to the case of an underexpanded jet into a still ambient. Va- 

rious analytical approaches describing the location of the 

boundary of the plume have been developed . (for eg. see re- 

ference 27 and reference 25). Host of them give reasonable 

results near the nozzle exit but diverge considerably from 

the actual boundary auay from the exit. For this study, an 

20 
analytical technique  ' is used which assumes a fixed plume 

shape for all nozzles when the coordinates are nondimension- 

alized with respect to plume boundary maximum radius and its 

axial coordinate.  The advantage of this method is that it 

gives the correct boundary location not just near the nozzle 

exit but far from it as well. The method relies on setting 

up momentum and force balances between the exhaust and core 

region gases. The shape of the plume when nondimensionalizcd 

is represented well by 

J 

v/here j =2.5 gives the "best" fit with numerical data. The 

balance of lateral and axial momentum give respectively 
,7t iv» 

Pore TTT^ =  Poj A* fz (X^/r«) 
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where Ja,  and J*.   are functions of the nozzle geometry and ex- 

haust gas conditions. From the above expressions X^/r* and 

grrrt/r*  can be found for any jet exit and ambient condition, 

thereby giving the plume boundary. This technique was uti- 

lized in locating the plume boundary for the example given 

m Ptudman and Vaglio-Laurin's  study. Good agreement is 

found with experimental results as can be seen in figure (S). 

Since we are dealing with highly underexpanded plumes (i.e., 

Ti>^l ) where the intercepting shock layer is thin, then this 

boundary location is also assumed to be a good approximation 

for the intercepting shock location. 

Penetration of the Internal Layer 

Referring to figure (19), we can establish a qualitative des- 

cription of the corner region flow. The reflected shock ema- 

nating from the triple point, at a, crosses the intercepting 

shock layer and intersects the plume boundary at c. Since 

the boundary must be at constant core pressure, then the shock 

must be reversed and reflected as an expansion c-b. Crossing 

the layer, this expansion then intersects the slip stream sur- 

face at b, being once again reflected and partially trans- 

mitted as an expansion into the slightly supersonic internal 

layer flow d. The surface b-a remains nearly straight since 

only a small drop to sonic pressure over this region is ex- 

pected, which requires very little turning along b-a of the 

supersonic flow in region a-b-c. The internal flow sonic 

point occurs at b because if it were sonic before this point 
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the non divergence of the streamlines in this region would 

unrealistically prevent the flow from accelerating further. 

Also, the sonic point cannot lie beyond b because the di- 

verging nature of the flow would not allow sonic velocity 

to be achieved from thfe initial subsonic state. 

Within the slightly supersonic flow region, d, the trans- 

mitted expansions b-c are reflected off the nearly constant 

pressure sonic line surface as compressions. These return 

to the intercepting shock layer and are transmitted to the 

core region. The continual proc?ss of reflection, transmis- 

sion and interaction of these waves results in the rapid turn- 

ing of the flow in the dovmstreara direction as is illustrated 

in figure (19).  Some idea of the shape of the jonic line and 

its limiting characteristics can be obtained by applying the 

ideas developed by Hayes and Probstein 30 for blunt body flows. 

Taking u) as the angle that the contact or slip stream sur- 

face makes with the sonic line at these respective surfaces, 

we can write ' 

\^>S/b|e 

v/here  /-. v 

and ty^e is streamline velocity, f^  vorticity and S and n 

are the coordinates along and perpendicular to the slip stream 

and contact surface.  At point b we have nearly a straight 
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slip stream b-a and therefore the second term in /^>Qr\  is 

negligible. Also, the shock is nearly spherical and in the 

vicinity of point a the vorticity generated is small.  Under 

these conditions, ^^>St j d O  and therefore uJ ^ ^V^. at 

b.  At the contact surface, point e , different conditions 

prevail.  Using the first order expressions derived in the 

bow region analysis section and assuming for simplicity that 

the internal shock and contact surface are spherical in nat- 

ure, then we can write in terms of nondimensionalized variables, 

7 
Using Rudman's exa-nple, wu can write 

also, we have 

(Hi - ^ S-'- ^ 
The ratio of these expressions gives 

tan cO =   l.g5 which for Q    =55°   gives tO = 62 degrees 

Now that the sonic line angles are estimated at both bound- 

aries, we can then sketch its location throughout the layc - 

as shown in figure (19). The initial turning of the sonic 

line in the downstream direction from point bjdue to centri- 

fugal pressure gradient effects', is typical of the rapid tran- 

sonic expansion occurring in d and gives the sonic line its 
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characteristic s shape. The laßt limiting characteristic 

lines which originate in regions d and f are also shown in 

figure (19).  Having obtained a qualitative estimate of the 

penetration of the intercepting shock layer into the internal 

layer, we can now make an estimate of the actual penetration 

for the example calculated by Rudman and Vaglio-Laurin7.  The 

first step is to estimate the intercepting shock layer thick- 

ness which can be determined on the basis of mass flow con- 

siderations.  Subscripting layer properties by £   and utiliz- 

ing standard notation for undisturbed plumc^ quantities, we 

can write 
©00 

es. 
Substituting in the analytic expressions for jo«^ and Uvi 

which can be derived from the analytical plume flow model, 

and, letting 

we obtain Ä 

For 600= 130.45°        ©A     =  55° and    ^ = 1 

have    Sä,     =  .0627 
Rsu, 

This value is characteristic of plumes whereTf»l .  The se_ 

cond step involves determining the reflected shock position 

from the triple point solution. Using the initial conditions 

ntol     = 9.2, ß  = 06°    for the strong shock and/5= 20° 

we 
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for the intercepting shock, we obtain the reflected shock po- 

31 sitton from D'Attorre  which is shown in figure (8). 

Assuming that the Mach number downstre'am from the reflected 

shock is constant, we can then determine the initial reflected 

expansion wave's position and intersection with the slip stream 

surface. The position of this wave as shown in figure (Ö) 

defines the extent of the penetration into the internal layer. 

Unlike the point interaction or zero penetration model pro- 
7 

posed by Rudman and Vaglio-Laurin , we note a considerable pe- 

netration of the internal layer by the intercepting shock la- 

yer flow. This fact is borne out experimentally in a study ^ 

on the similar problem of a jet impinging normally and at an 

angle to a flat plate. The constraints on the numerical so- 
7 

lution of Rudman and Vaglio-Laurin  imposed by their assump- 

tioii of a point interaction (i.e., zero penetration) for the 

corner region could be a source of considerable error in their 

calculation of the bow region. 

It should be mentioned that the large penetration indicated in 

this study does not necessarily mean that the bow region flow 

is strongly influenced by the corner region penetration. This 

is because, in the absence of the corner region flow, the inter- 

nal flow streamlines would penetrate the layer much like the 

slip stream separating the internal and intercepting shock 

layer flows. This can be seen by comparing streamlines ob- 

tained from the bow analysis in figure (17) with the slip 

stream position shown in figure (8). 
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From the results presented a scaling criteria for the corner 

region is now outlined. The major characteristic to be scaled 

is the undisturbed plume boundary, which for a given nozzle 

and exhaust gas composition depends on Poj/p«»e . For an 

exact simulation of the plume boundary, this ratio must be 

matched.  If, for a given system, it can be shown that the 

plume boundary coordinates are proportional to  Bs^ or Tt'^ 

then the plume boundary will scale like the bow region. The 

technique   used to locate the plume boundary normalizes the 

geometry by »"^ a^ XM the plume maximum radius and its 

axial location. When these are plotted as a function of 

^j/poDft it is found that 

• «   Hk 

Since V      is proportional to  P^j/poo.M«,^ then 

Thus,  if Moo, is fixed, then the plume boundary will scale 

with Rs.'o . The scaling of the bow region and plume boundary 

then requires that ^ , ^e , 9«, H ,  ^ 1^ be fixed over 

the entire flight range.  Since M«c does not vary greatly 

over a typical system trajectory, then the above scaling re- 

quirements are satisfied for some systems of interest. 

This scaling result is substantiated by some experimental'dl^a 24 

in which the plume boundary triple point distance away from 

the axis, when divided by the scale length Rs^ls  nearly con- 

stant for values of Tf from 30 to 627. 
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FAR FIELD REGI0:i ANALYSIS 

The dowmstream flov/ region between the external shock and axis 

of syniiTietry consists of supersonic layers bounded by mixing 

regions and crossed by a wake recompression shock as is illus- 

trated in schematic (3) 

.mixing region 

mixing region 

Schematic (3) 
This general problem cannot be handled by approximate analy- 

tical techniques; therefore, we will seek to solve a reduced 

problem within the framework of the assumptions listed in the 

introduction. This problem will involve: 

1) the neglect of all mixing regions (wake 

and shear surface) 

2) the neglect of the recompression shock 

Assumption 1) will be valid at moderate altitudes and 2) will 

be reasonable since the recompression shock is weak compared 

to the external shock. A schematic of the flow and notation 

used is then: 

Schematic  (1+) 
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The numerical matching criteria between the internal and exter- 

nal flow requires that static pressure and flow deflection must 

be equal at the contact surface. Also, the stagnation pres- 

sures will be equal due to the upstream matching condition. 

The particular region of interest in this downstream analysis 

will be at a point characterized by the distance L , where 

L» Rs^ts. The ratio of R9to L will be a significant 

parameter for the downstream problem and we denote it by the 

symbol 6« a Rs/L .  Once again, as in the bow region, we will 

be considering the case when M^M»,»! a €i:0j€e«L.  ^n ap- 

proximate analytical method of solution is available for the 

external layer flow near the shock surface in region 1. This 

method was first applied by Cole 33 and involves taking the 

limits in the inviscid flow equations as the perturbation quan- 

tities. 

n ooe CO •e O , § 

Ma^e-^oo    Mo^Sc'-ee 

O 

oci) 

The solution found by this procedure is valid to a distance of 

OQCeSeL) measured inward from the shock surface. For attache 

shocks, this solution would be valid throughout the external 

layer.  However, if the shock has a blunt nearly normal for- 

ward region, the external layer becomes thicker 'than the above 

order of magnitude and the solution breaks down away from the 

shock toward the contact surface. This is due to the viola- 
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tion in the blunt region of the assumption that the shock 

makes small angles with the free stream.  As was pointed out 

by Cheng and Kirsch ^ in the equivalent unsteady case, a 

region of thickness o(SeL/ , denoted 2 in schematic (4), is 

then found near the contact surface which requires a differ- 

ent expansion in order to develop a valid solution in this re- 

gion. The solution found in this "entropy wake" matches with 

the outer layer, and the composite expansions for the entire 

external layer will be given. 

For the internal layer, we have two conditions imposed by the 

external flow at the contact surface, which can be used to es- 

tablish the orders of magnitude of the flow variables within 

region 3» the interior layer. They are: 

Based on these conditions, we can then prescribe expansions 

for the flow variables in terms of perturbation parameters 

that will lead to a system of analytical solutions for the 

inner layer. 

Like the external "entropy wake" the internal layer is of thick- 

ness OfSeLj . Utilizing the orders of magnitude found from 

the contact surface and upstream bow region conditions, we 
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then develop expansions which will be solved giving expres- 

sions for layer thickness and other variables of interest. 

Numerically matching these expressions with those of the ex- 

ternal flow, along the contact surface, we then achieve ana- 

lytic solutions in the far downstream region. These results 

are found to depend on the upstream bow interaction between 

the plume and external stream.  Taking results from the bow 

region consistent with the accuracy of the downstream region, 

we then find the complete solution for the downstream flow. 

In the following discussion for the external flow, frequent 

reference will be made to the work of Cheng and Kirsch ^. 

They solved an unsteady problem that in many ways is anala- 

gous to our external layer problem by the application of the 

hypersonic equivalence principle. For details of the exter- 

nal layer analysis, the Cheng and Kirsch paper should be con- 

sulted. 
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External Layer - Region 1 Analysis 

Utilizing the notation illustrated in schematic   (4),   the fol- 

lowing general set of equations and boundary conditions for 

the downstream problem in terms of von Mises    variables 

are • 

^Xe Ue (1.1)   stream- 
line  slope 

m ^ V^l   "fTuTRe (I-2*  continu- 

t^r?-  +   \^T   =   0 (1.3)  momentum 
normal to 
streamline 

(1.4)  Bernoulli 
integral 

}>*/$>?*   '   f^e) (1.5)  entropy 
integral 

Boundary conditions at external shock 

U, = U«. C1 - ^.CMooe* sm1^ - 1}.4:^)H^ ) (1.3) 

Ve  = U^e ( * CMof« »««»A - l) cot^e/fve^a) M«? (1 *9 ^ 

Boundary conditions at contact surface 

Pecs    *   Pics (1.10) 

<lfiec&   =    aRcas (1.11) 
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Velocity parallel and normal to the  shock are: 

V     =   £e' Ufto« s\ytßc 

(1.12) 

(1.13) 

The expanded Rankine-Kugoniot relations lead to the follow- 

ing orders of magnitude for the flow parameters near the 

shock: 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

where €& is evaluated at the point where >5e s TT/^. . These 

conditions will be the upper boundary values for the external 

layer. From the orders of the variables near the shock, the 

dimension normal to the shock can be inferred from continuity 

considerations. 

p. ~-   o(f«o» LU\ *<?) 

ß' —   OCp«a/€e) 
<** 
Ue — <3 (u eoe / 

- o u t ^e Lleo« ) 

^ - 0(6e^L-) (2.5) 

The dimensions of  the streamwise   coordinate are easily se^n to 

be 

x - O(L.) 
(2.6) 
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These orders of magnitude, (2.1 to 2.6), are then used to form 

asymptotic expansions which are 

Pa = J'ooejaoe/Cft +" '*' 

Ue - Uaoc •♦" Se
aUooe Uoe + • • ' 

Ve' - Uooe ^e€G Voe + •• • 

^e = LSe Gc ^ot -h • • • 

Substituting these expansions into the equations of motion, 

(1.1 to 1.5), and boundary conditions, (1.6 to 1.13), we can 

develop a sequence of equations which can be solved and then 

summed to yield the solution to any desired accuracy in terms 

of £«,S») Mooe . 

The first order system from the above procedure is 

l&c ^-J- ^ 
^« Rs» ^x 

Sc- 

1_ CP>e/poe)  = O 

op. =. r H. 

e 
^ 
^ 

(3.1) 

(3-2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

The boundary conditions on the above at the shock surface are 

^   = i^ (4.1) 
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»' 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

Integrating (3.1 to 3.4) and applying the boundary conditions 

(4.1 to 4.3) > we obtain: 

^-m+k.^-^) (5.i; ) 
(5.2) 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

Making the substitution 

^e* = Ri^/^ (5.5) 

in the above, we then obtain results identical to those of 

Cole 33 

^^r^-irl-a-^) (6,; 
foe « poe/^i^)4 

As previously mentioned,  these results are expected to hold 

) 

(6.2) 

(6.3) 

(6.4) 
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near the shock surface; however, their validity near the con- 

tact surface has to be examined. From the bow region solution 

we know that a blunt interaction occurs.  Consequently, as 

we follow the shock surface upstream to the vicinity of the bow 

region, we note that the shock must become nearly normal in 

form. Therefore, it invalidates our assumption of small free 

stream to shock angle, initially made in our above analysis. 

Under these circumstances, one would not expect our expansion 

procedure to be valid in such a region;and this turns out to 

be t..j case, as was found by Cheng and Kirsch ^ for the un- 

steady problem. What we must do is alter our expansion pro- 

cedure so as to be consistent with the strong part of the shock. 

External Layer-Rej?:ion 2 Analysis 

Following Cher- and Xirsch 3/f we assume that initially/ due 

to the strong bow interaction of the jet and external flow, 

the external shock moves out in a blast wave manner. This 

requires that the external shock take the form: 

as Xe-^O where A is a function of the upstream bow inter- 

action. A requirement which must be met by the contact sur- 

face in the vicinity of the blunt interaction is that: 
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This states that initially the contact surface must move out- 

ward slower than the external shock, thus guaranteeing the 

dominance of the blast wave result for the upstream interac- 

tion. . Up to this point, we have paralleled the unsteady- 

problem quite closely. The equivalence principle is most ac- 

curate near the shock with the streamwise velocity given by: 

The error involved in assuming K« "^ Uooeis seen to be small, 

of error  O^M.ootOej .  However, as we approach the contact 

surface we have for the streamwise layer velocity, from the 

Bernoulli Integral. 

U - Uooe +  OCUooeS^^^) 

The error involved in taking U~Uo)Ä in order to apply the 

equivalence principle is seen to be large for  Jfe. — J_  of 

In order to utilize the equivalence principle, we then must 

stipulate that ^c cannot equal one but can be near one as 

long as öe is small enough so that the term de  *"•  does 

not become of order one in the downstream region of interest. 

If these conditions are met, then we can apply the equival- 
34 

ence principle and, therefore, make use of Cheng and Kirsch's 
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results v;ithin the entropy layer. 

Assuming this form of initial behavior, we have then speci- 

fied the type of breakdown of the solution due to the near- 

ly normal character of the shock in the vicinity of the nose. 

It was found   that the expansion for u^ based on flow near 

the shock for initial blast wave behavior would be of the 

form: 

^ ~ oO* Yc.) +   o OXlnV.,)*) 

v/hich would then become infinite and invalid as an expansion 

as Yo^O , or as we approach the contact surface. This 

form indicates that the expansions cannot be rnade uniformly 

valid by simply altering the scale of Yo^ by a power of Gc • 

In his analysis, it was determined that the scale normal to 

the shock should be in terms of No* to some power which is a 

function of €e . V'e can then determine the orders of magni- 

tude of the other variables by applying entropy and energy 

conservation principles. 

Following Cheng and Kirsch ^ we then establish a new set of 

variables, fulfilling all the necessary conditions within the 

region adjacent to the contact surface. These are: 

Ve    =     Ucoc ^e:  Voe -H   • • • (74) 
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Ue =    Ufloe ■»"•• 

P* = foo* Uo?; 5a* p"oe + • 

fe -     ^ooc Re,,,   p^e/(ge   +■ 

^ 
=    Se  L ^o    -H   •  •   • 

X -    Lx 
1 =     Re^Vo-o2^ 

(7.2) 

(7.3) 

(7.4) 

(7.5) 

(7.6) 

(7.7) 

Substitutins these variables into the equations of motion, 

(1.1 to 1.5), we obtain the following set of first order re- 

sults: 

- O 
(3.1) 

(Ö.2) 

(Ö.3) 

(S.4) 

The carrying out of the integration in (S.l) and 

(Ö.2) gives 

got  - ^oe'U^O) -^ O-0^/p0e   (9.2) 

Matching of the inner to the outer solution is carried out by 

determining the behavior of the solutions in an intermediate 

region where they are both valid. The results 

procedure are: 

34 of thii 
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Equations (10.1) and (10.2) are nonlinear second order dif- 

ferential equations for the pressure distribution and shod: 

position.  If vie  can obtain an inner layer solution which 

gives r\cs as a function of p0e , then we can combine those 

results into the above to determine "Rs«- and Pics • 

Internal Layer - Region 3 Analysis 

Referring once a^ain to our flow diagram to establish the 

system of coordinates, we 'have the following set of equations 

and boundary conditions for the downstream internal layer 

problem in terms of von Mises variables. 

= O 

(11.1) stream 
line slope 

(11.2) contin- 
uity 

(11.3) momentum 
normal to stream- 
line 

(11.4) Bernoulli 
Integral 

(11.5) Entropy 
Integral 
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Boundary conditions at the internal upstream bow shock are 

PC -f»i -^ ÄiCÜ. ^ocCMoJsi^^i ~ 1)   (11.6) 

Vi  = Uooi C 2-CHeAc'si^t - l)«)^/^^!) Roo* ) (11.9) 

Boundary conditions at the contact surface are: 

Ptc»   *     Pecs (11.10) 

aRics  •= aR«cs (n.ii) 

At the axis , Re = O , the syraietry conditions are applied. 

Also, in the bow region solution, we note the condition that; 

P l «K^nabo*   -  P« «WMA.'KO^ (11.1?) 

Fron the external layer results, v;e can infer the order of 

magnitude of some inner layer quantities.  From the contact 

surface condition, (11.10), vie  have 

P^s ^ Pec» = 0(fe0eUoo*V) 

In addition,  from the stagnation point  condition,   (11.12), 

^ooi'oUooJ     —    O   C^oocUooe) 

where      P<K>iQ     iG value of density along axis in front of in- 
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ternal  shock,  v;e find 

P L cs    =     O tj>coiti   U^  ^e2) (12.1) 

Since entropy is conserved alon^ streamlines, we can es- 

tablish the order of magnitude of density in the internal 

layer near the contact surface from (11.5) 

For Mooi^l , s\y\x Bi   ~ 1  the shock conditions, (11.7) 

and (11.6),for the streamline which wets the contact sur- 

face become 

V/here subscript o denotes normal shock location in bow 

region. '.Then substituted into the entropy equation, (11.5), 

the result is: \ 

fUs       =  oCfcoCo ^^Veco)     (12.2) 

From the second contact surface condition, (11.11), we find 
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This also requires that 

Vt/u^     =    oCSe.) (12.3) 

near the contact surface, v/hich is an upper bound on this 

ratio.  Another expression v/hich can be utilized is Bernoulli's 

equation, (11.4), alon^ a streamline. Substituting (12.1 to 

12.3) into this equation and assuming Ui of the form 

U t  - Uooi     -«- Uc" 

we obtain 

Uco* 4- ZüniUi"   + o(S'e*Uoi + zSe'Uo.iUc") 

Therefore, we find that 

Ui" 
V (12.4) 

Therefore, we can conclude that for U,'to be constant in the 

first approximation in the above flow system, it is neces- 

sary that Vc," j* 1 and Jj» be small enough so that the term 

Oe v. »i y << oCl) . These are the same conditions which 

are necessary for the external layer solution to be valid 

near the contact surface; therefore, we assume that this will 

be the case 'in the present problem.  This leads to the result 

U't •= O(UOOL) (12.5) 
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Fron the  contact  surface  condition,   (12.3), "e find 

Vt   =     O (Uflot oe) (12.6) 

V/e have nov; established the orders of magnitude of all inte- 

rior variables of interest near the contact surface. V.Te now 

postulate expansions for the variables based on these orders 

and then substitute them into the equations of motion to yield 

a sequence of solutions, which can be summed to give the solu- 

tion to any order of accuracy for the internal layer flov:. 

The expansions are for  £ ^ -^ O 9 Oe -♦ O 5 ^toU  ~* co 

Pi   •= p<*U  Se^ol/^to +■ * ' " 

Vi     -     Uoot Se Vot ^ * * ' 

Ut  -  Uoot +• • • • 

The first order set of equations is 

c-_^ R.9V 

(13.1) 

(13.2) 

(13.3) 

(13.4) 
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Integrating,  v;e then have 

pot   -    poCCx) 

1 Jö      foi 

Combining  (14.1,   14.2  and 14.3), v/e obtain 

Res1   - 2. 
B^4 Poc 

(14.1) 

(14.2) 

(14.3) 

(14-4) 

Now that we have results for the internal and external flow, 

.ve can combine then to determine the location of the shock 

and contact surface, as well as find the values of the pro- 

perties across the layers. 

From the external flow, we have the results: 

Jse |d ^R Se (10.2) 

(10.1) 

Also from the internal flow, v/e have the result 

pDlCX^     = 
Tjex. 

R.CS    -^O   /^i*- (14.4) 

Since      footU(Ä  = J^aotoUc?^      from thG  stagnation point  con- 

dition,  then        poets   =   -po^Cx.)       •     •■'e  can now combine 
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these relations (10.1, 10.2 and 14.4) from which property- 

variables can be determined. 

Taking (10.1) and (14.4) we have 

Poees 
or 

Combining (15.1) v/ith (10.2), v;e then obtain for the shock 

shape a second order non-linear differential equation 

f(4jLy ^ i^L^jRu = ^ H- ^l^01^   C15.2) 

For "X/R.stj, >V i   , which is in the downstream region of 

interest, (15.2) admits a solution of the form 

Rs« = C x Vz 
(15.3) 

When (15.3) is substituted in (15.2), we find the value of 

C to be given by 

VH 
(15.4) 
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Using (15.4) in (10.2) to find  Po^Cx)  (14.4) then be- 

comes 

fPc^J^t       (15.5) 
8fvc*     Re»*" *o  J^tV 

Combining (15.4) and (15.5), we tnen obtain the following 

expression for the contact surface shape in terms of the shock 

shape 

RC8 = ^e/CÄ^c + 1}Va (15.6) 

V/e now have determined the values of   Rs« > fves in terms 

of the functions Ca   and  J  -^J^. «^t . These 

expressions are functions of the blunt interaction between 

the external and internal layers at the extreme upstream 

position in the bow region and are a result of the matching 

of pressures across the upstream contact surface. 

We, therefore, must postulate an upstream interaction based 

on our solution for the bow region flow which is consistent 

with the approximations made in this downstream region. 

For the downstream analysis, we require €^,€e-*Q MODJ.', M»--»®. 

These limits must also be applied to our bow region matching 

conditions which are the equality of pressure and flow deflec- 

tion along the contact surface. Since our bow region internal 

no 
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flov; is a perturbation of the case where the shock and body- 

surf ace are a spherical shell, for Gco   - 0   , then v.re 

make the approximation that the upstream interaction region 

is spherical in nature. For the external flov/, it is a well 

35 established fact   that the downstream shock surface does not 

depend on the details of the pressure distribution along the 

contact surface,but only on the total integrated pressure dis- 

tribution (i.e., drag) in the axial direction, adding further 

validity to the use of the above assumption. Along this sur- 

face, the pressure induced by the internal flow must match 

that of the external flow.  To first order, which is the de- 

gree of accuracy for the downstream region, the pressure change 

across the shock layer is zero and, therefore, we can calcu- 

late the pressure on the contact surface by simply finding 

the pressure level behind a spherical shock surrounding the jet 

flow source. For the case Heo,;»^ 1 ^ s*^ y&c   ä 1   , 

the expression for pressure behind the shock reduces to 

Poo to 
Non-dimensionalized with respect to the external conditions, 

this relation becomes 

From the equality of stagnation pressures,  this then reduces to 
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From the source conditions, we have 

fee « <^hm 
2.01 co 

V/ith the pressure level and contact surface shape determined, 

we have satisfied our matching criteria and our next step is 

to calculate the functions cr0   and 1  Ffei« cl^t 
Jo Pot* 

Evaluating the integral from the internal layer solution, we 

find 

/ cos^iaL 61^9 d^ 

In this result, the upper integration limit requires some dis- 

cussion. Strictly speaking, in order to calculate the pres- 

sure and density distributions over the full range of CP 

one would have to take account of the effect of the plume 

boundary "nd the mass flowing in the plume boundary layer on 

the internal shock. However, for highly underexpanded jets, 

there is relatively little mass flowing in this layer and, 

therefore, the integration of the above to the vacuum limit, 

<J ■= ©eo   creates only a small error in the downstream 

analysis. 

Ue now seek to determine the value of cr< o • It can be shown 

that for ^/Ks«'« <* 1 our postulated initial blast wave be- 
36 

havior for the   shock shape can be written as 
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V/here lb to our desreo of approximation can be written as 

lb =  fc^- fre* ^1 

In the above CON is the none dra^ coefficient of a hy^jth-- 

tical blunt nosed slender bod-/, which takes on the shape of 

the contact surface.  C t>N       is directly related to the 

blunt interaction and is written as 

Since we stipulated that    ^ csj/Rs "* O 

then equations(10.1) and (10.2) give 

as    *i /R. CO 

c^r^-^i-)^^^ X/RSl.0 ^   O 

from which o-«    ■= 
lb 

'..Te now calculate CbN  based on our postulated upstream in- 

teraction.  For a spherical shell interaction with the pres- 

sure distribution given by 

ien 

anc 

2.000 

n • m x  ■=   cor. (^ 

dA   -    2.Tr l^ste1 stncj c|(p 

• '.ich  leads to 

i i j 
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C^N = H 
r 
COS II$!!LSIH9* ^S^K» ^9* 

As in a previous inteGration, we use Goo as the upper limit of 

integration instead of the exact result.  In this case, v/e art 

further substantiated in this approximation by the fact that 

near öco^^tl he contributions from the above integrand t o •bN 

are near zero due to the cos 9*  factor in the above. 

V/ith the previously calculated values, the shock shape can 

now be written as 

Geo wQD vVV 
1/2 

Also from (15.6) we have 

Res = S, /fi^lif-''"^^        . ^ 

V-'e are now in a position to calculate layer properties based 

on these results.  For the external flow wa have 

V.'ith ^ v     \Ks,/ / 

This distribution will bo valid throughout the external layer 

The density distribution is given by 
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Q0    =  (l + ^*/?>)%/2.?' 

The result is not strictly valid since the density is not 

zero at the contact surface. 

V/hen referenced to values at the shock, the results become 

p./p= - 
Pe/fe 

Te/fe 

** (16.1) 

= V* C^/^)(l + W4/Cp)        do.2) 

=    HVy* ** (16.3) 

For the internal flow,  we have the following results: 

pct     =    Ca/8X (l6.4) 

foi      =    CVSX (16.5) 

VCH     r   ^/C/^V^^^^V   (l6-6) 
c   ex> 

V/hen referenced to values at the shock, the above become 

pi/pe - V^ (16:7) 

fl6.8) 

(16.9) 

»«. 

** Not valid at contact surface 
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The first order solution obtained thusfar from the hypersonic 

small disturbance form of the Newton-Busemann approximation, 

is adequate to describe layer thicknesses, pressures, and den- 

sities in the far field region near the contact surface. How- 

ever, due to the assumption of ^"»Ithe temperature to the 

first approximation is in considerable error for "x/p .>>1. 

This is because the expression for temperature, 3=" -(■&) ** 

gives the unrealistic result that for all ^o , ^L+las  ^->1 

This result is acceptable for small X/^, , where p/p is of 

order one, however, for X/^l & is smaii and even for ^ 

near one X. << l. 
Ts 

To obtain a more accurate value for temperature near the con- 

tact surface, the unexpanded forms of the variables in terms 

of iS    will be retained.  Referring to Cheng and Kirsch34, the 

unexpanded for S' results for the 'entropy wake* are 

(17.1) 

J=>e= fe'Vs*^ (17.2) 

The retention of the exponent, /*., in a?.1), (17.2) is justified 

because the relative errors are smaller than any integral po- 

wer of 6e  . Applying the same reasoning to the internal la- 

yer expressions, (14.3), (14.4), we obtain 

V ptW 
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Matching (17.1) to the near shock layer results (6.1) and 

then combining v;ith (17.4) we obtain 

plA'(fU -R«) - o-/^ 
This is the same form as expression (10.1) with Po replaced 

by p« .  To the accuracy needed for X/fe,• ^> 1 it is ade- 

quate to use the formal result (10.1) which utilises po in- 
'/fee 

stead of pc .  However, for the distribution of temperature, 

we use 

ti 

^ - fe)/ (17.5) 

for both the external near the contact surface and internal 

flow. This expression will give accurate values of -3=" for 
Is 

small P/ps as well as for p/p5 near one. To be consistent, 

we also use the density expression 

instead of   p = ps p/p^ 

Making use of (17.5) and (17.6) and the expression for pres- 

sure (16.1) the temperature and density distributions near 

the contact surface for the external flow and within the in- 

ternal layer are 

T = Ts (^_\ 
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The above expressions, as well as those previously found, are 

used to predict geometry and flow properties in the far field 

region for typical systems of interest. 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

Examining the far field analytic solution, we find that an 

experimental simulation of an actual flow requires matching 

Sj , ife , 0», n  and Rsto f the same scaling parameters used 

in the.bow region simulation. If, in addition to the above, 

roj/Pooe i5 matched then the bow, corner and far field geo- 

metry will be simulated. For a given system with fixed am- 

bient and exhaust gas composition (i.e. ^e,^' fixed) and noz- 

zle conditions (i.e.,6co,n ) the flow geometry will scale as 

does the bow region with Rst'0 or Tf 
/*.  If Moo« is also as- 

sumed to be fixed, then the bow, corner and far field regions 

will all scale with Rs^ . Calculations of far field flow 

geometry and properties have been carried out and the results 

appear in figures (21) to (24).  As in the bow analysis, the 

far field geometry is sensitive to the exponent used in the 

exhaust plume model.  From figures (21) and (22) it can be ob- 

served that the internal layer occupies a large fraction of the 

shock layer flow.   This is due to the greater amount of str- 

ongly shocked, and hence lower density, gas in the internal 

flow compared to that in the external flow. 

As shown in figures (21) and (22), increasing 0» or *j re- 

sults in the moving outward of the shock and contact surfaces. 

This behavior is consistent with the results from the bow re- 

gion. Also, near the contact surface, temperature, pressure, 

and densityfor the internal and external flow increase for 

increases in Goo or ^1 
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The effect of the internal layer flow on the external flow 

pressure, density, and temperature is to maintain them at a 

higher level than that created by just the bow interaction. 

This can be seen from expression 15.4 in the far field analy- 

sis section where the coefficient for the pressure decay 

expression consists of the normal bow interaction term plus 

the effect of inner layer thickness. 

In figures (23) and {2U.)  the detailed property distributions 

across the layers are given for the same "cold" jet and actual 

jet cases that were analyzed in the bow section. 

Consistent with the bow region results, we find that the act- 

ual jet case shown in figure (24) has a hot, low density ex- 

ternal layer, which flows over a cooler and more dense inner 

layer.  If allowed, considerable heat transfer and mixing bet- 

ween the external and internal layers would occur. The "cold" 

jet case does .not exhibit as sharp a change in flow proper- 

ties across the contact surface as that of the actual case. 

This indicates that "cold" jet experiments must be interpreted 

carefully in light of the   greater mixing and heat trans- 

fer effects for the actual system versus the "cold" jet simu- 

lation. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Analytical techniques for predicting flow properties in the bow 

and far field regions of an opposed hypersonic plume in a hy- 

personic stream have been developed.  It has been shown that 

they are valid for a wide range of altitude and jet thrusts 

for typical systems. The influence of the corner region flow 

on the bow and far field flow predictions has been shown to be 

negligible.  Consequently, only a qualitative outline of the 

flow processes in this region are given. 

Some of the major results of the analyses and calculations 

are: 

1. Experimental simulation depends on the matching of 

^e > *l ^0O ^ n ^ ^*io ) Fkj / pooe 

2. For a given system with fixed ambient and exhaust 

composition, external Mach number and nozzle con- 

ditions (i.e., fixed ye,Vj,6eD,n,Mooe) the entire flow 

geometry will scale with Rsieor «T 

3. This analysis confirms the good accuracy of,the 

Newtonian impact analysis when applied to the axi- 

symmetric bow region, and suggests that the extension 

of this simple technique to predict asymmetric bow 

geometry might be successful. 

4. The bow and far field solutions are sensitive to the 

exhaust plume model exponent used and consequently 

for accurate predictions of flow properties an accu- 

rate plume model must be utilized. 
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5. Penetration of the intercepting shock layer flow into 

the internal layer is considerable. However, the 

influence on the bow and far field properties is 

small. 

6. Good agreement is found between a calculated bow re- 

gion geometry and an experimental result. 

7. Calculations show that mixing and heat transfer ef- 

fects between the hot external and cooler internal 

layers are more pronounced in the actual case than in 

the experimental "cold" jet simulation. 

Ö.  Increasing the primary system design parameters &oo 

and &j  with all other parameters fixed results in 

a. The thickening of internal and external layers 

in the bow and far field regions 

b. An increase in radius of curvature of the con- 

tact surface and thereby an increase in bluntness 

for the bow region 

c. An increase in the angle between the far field 

external shock and free stream direction 

d. A higher level of pressure density and tem- 

perature both across and along the internal and 

external layer flows. 

■^ 0a;, is related to noaalc exit Mach number anä angle and 
exhaust gas conposition. For a fixed composition, increasing 
nozzle exit angle or decreasing exit Mach number gives in- 
creases in öco . Vj  is related to exhaust gas composition 
which in general will decrease as the degrees of freedom or 
the complexity of the exhaust molecules increase. 
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9. The effect of the internal layer on the far field 

region properties is to maintain the pressure, den- 

sity, and temperature of the flow at a higher level 

than that which would be created by the bow region 

interaction with the far field internal layer flow 

absent.   i 

For high Reynolds' number flows the present technique may be 

extended to treat mixing effects along the contact surface 

by the use of boundary layer methods. Also, equilibrium chem- 

istry effects may be easily incorporated into the present mo- 

del through use of Ilollier charts. 

Further extension of the bow layer technique to include vis- 

cous chemically reacting and merged layer effects requires 

considerably more effort than the above extensions.  In this 

regard, an advantage of the present technique over the numer- 

ical technique of reference (7) is that a complete solution of 

the bow region requires approximately 13 seconds on an IBII 

360-65, whereas the numerical technique requires 120 seconds 

on the much faster CDC 6600. This economy may prove to be 

significant in extending the above techniques to be able to 

predict viscous chemically reacting or merged layer bow pro- 

perties where an order of magnitude increase in computational 

times is expected. This makes the technique of reference (?) 

uneconomical for use in parametric calculations whereas the 

present technique would still fall within the practical time 

limitation for these calculations. 
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Appendix (A) 

Bow Initializing Scheme 

To integrate the bow region equations for points away from 

the axis, we must first obtain the initial radii of curva- 

tures and positions of the shocks at the axis.  Writing equa- 

tions (2Ö.1), (28.2), (5Ö.1) and (58.2) in the form 

^ *. 

ceo   + bCaO ft* 
(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

we develop expressions for <£t/^ and shock radii of curva- 

tures R5io/f?st  . The geometry which relates the internal 

flow parameters to those of the external flow is illustrated 

in schematic (5) 

Schematic (5) i-r-A 
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In the above illustration 

Re   -  Rst Cl   + Q^-ÄC^^- BCqc^e)  (6) 

Referring to schematic (5) we can write for 

Angle matching 

^t - $e + 2.(.Q.C + B,-2(ac'A)9c/Cl + ^ ■+ 

Pressure Matching 

-0/2. 

9e/^ 'C||) 

(7) 

(Ö) 

V/e now have two equations with three unknovms 9e/$ J > ^«i ^t 

Consequently, we must relax one of the parameters a;, Qe 

in order to obtain a unique solution.  Choosing Qi = 0  the 

expressions for A (0.0, B ( <aj), C ( Oi)  and D ( di)   simplify 

considerably. 

Substituting (8) into (7) we obtain q« which also gives <pe/&l . 

From these results the ratio of shock radii of curvatures at 

the axis, Ks^/f^ , and the relative position of their cen- 

ters must be obtained.  Referring once again to schematic (5) 

we have from geometry 

sth frr- "(fri)   -  gin o^.    =   sioC^t z$kl 
Re RC J/ 

For small values of the angles we can write 
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For the initial point, Rsft/Rsto can be obtained. 

The distance between their centers is then given by 

Having obtained the ratio of the radii of curvatures and 

their relative positions at the axis, we then use these quan- 

tities as input data to the computer program, which predicts 

bow properties for regions away from the axis of symmetry. 
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SOURCE   MODEL 
  CENTER 

Mi",0 /j1 roo'"4 

 TT »627. MJO^O  (9) 
 if «313. Mflo-e.O  (26) 
—X—TT «30.0, MQO «7.1    (2) 

—    tt 
 h- 
— X — 
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FIG. 4   EXPERIMENTALLY  OETERMWEO SHOCK AND 
CONTACT SURFACE LOCATIONS   REFERRED 
TO   Rsio 
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